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A Vancouver company has 
saved the day for shoppers 
with a sweet tooth at Sidney’s 
bakeries, but home bakers 
may not fare as well.
A labour dispute at the B.C. 
Sugar refinery has tied up 
sugar supplies indefinitely . 
throughout the province. 
Several stores on the penin­
sula report no sugar left at all; 
others have one or two days’ 
supply.
'Tom Bradfield, of Brad- 
field’s Bakery, said bakeries 
and stores had no notice of the 
dispute. During the last strike 
at the refinery suppliers were 
given six weeks notice, he 
said, and were able to stock­
pile a supply of sugar to last 
the duration of the strike.
Bradfield said he was 
prepared to go to Seattle 
-Monday to bring back a supply 
of sugar, but learned over the 
weekend of a-source of U.S. 
sugar, brought in at between 
$35 and $40 per hun­
dredweight, by a Vancouver 
based bakery supply com­
pany.
The lowest price paid in the 
last few weeks by Bradfield’s 
was $29.10, he said, down from 
$70 at one point during the 
winter.
“It struck us as fishy that 
the company would break 
down its negotiations now that 
the price is low, while there 
was plenty of sugar at $70.
“It’s just another example 
of how big business and big 
unions can really sock it to the 
consumer,” he said.
Because of fluctuating 
prices, bakers do not stockpile 
sugar. Bradfield explained 
that some shops lost a lot of 
money earlier this year by 
stockpiling as a hedge against 
rising prices just before prices 
fell. Most bakers are not^ 
willing to tie up space and 
money with large stocks. As a 
result, small stores like 
Bradfield’s were caught with 
only a few days’ supply when 
the current crisis occurred.
Although most corner stores 
in the Sidney and Brentwood 
areas have no supply of sugar 
lined up. Norm Watling said 
he had heard of a supplier of 
U.S. sugar.
A spokesman for Safeway in 
Sidney refused to discuss their 
situation.
Saanich Wants To Cut Peninsula’s Water fill
MAY BE TRYING TO FORCE CONNECTION WITH VICTORIA SYSTEM
SIDNEY POSTMAN Jack Green has achieved began carrying a small rubber ball. So successful 
fame — through the post office public relations has the ball-tossing been that the post office 
department — for his technique in cooling off angry distributed this picture of Green and Sacha (ownec 
dogs along his route. Although he’s been bitten by Stuart Ronald of Mills Road) through its public 
three times in the four years he’s been a letter affairs branch, 
carrier, Green has yet to be chomped on since he
PARADE ENTRIES
More entires are wanted for 
the Sidney Day parade, J uly 1, 
Chairman Ron Gardner told 
The Review Monday.
Floats, bands, bikes, clowns 
— all would be welcome in 
making this the best parade 
ever.
Further information and 
entry forms may be obtained 
by contacting Gardner at (.Sf.- 
1588 or 656-1171.
RENTAL HOUSING POSSIBLE 
FOR RECREATION SITE
As many as a hundred 
rental housing units are being 
proposed for the eighteen 
acre site previously slated for 
the now defunct Western 
Recreation Resources Ltd. 
recreation centre in Central 
Saanich, The Review has 
learned.
Although no one involved 
seems willing to discuss 
details of the proposal, Cen­
tral Saanich subdivision and 
zoning committee were told 
Monday evening that Sankey 
and Associates, Architects, 
had submitted a proposal for 
the site on behalf of Croteau
HomesLtd., owners of the 
property on the corner 
Central Saanich and Mount 
Newton Cross Roads.
The application was made to 
government owned Dunhil 
Development Corporation
Continued on Page 2
Short Term Cure Could Cost Millions
Suggestions that the Central 
Saanich water supply from 
Elk Lake be shut off may 
simply be a back door attempt 
to force the Saanich Peninsula 
into the Greater Victoria 
Water Board.
That at least is the opinion of 
Central Saanich Alderman 
(and Peninsula Water 
Committee Chairman) Dave 
Hill.
Hill said Tuesday that most 
of the “biggies” on the Capital 
Regional Board (where the 
problem was discussed 
yesterday) are also members 
of the GVWB. “I get the 
feeling sometimes,” he said, 
“that they want us to hook in. 
If we don’t buy their water, 
they’re getting zero return on 
their investment (in a pipeline 
from Japan Gulch to 
Haliburton Read.)
Controversy over the use by 
the peninsula of Elk Lake 
water has been growing in 
Saanich municipality, led by
Aid. William Noel. Claiming 
that the amount of water 
pumped by Central Saanich is 
lowering the level of the lake 
and will result in its being 
declared unfit for human 
consumption, as well as 
limiting water available for a 
reclamation of Colquitz Creek, 
Saanich municipal council 
debated Monday evening 
action it could take to cut the 
peninsula’s water off.
One alderman has urged 
Saanich Mayor Ed Lum to 
demand that Central Saanich 
stop drawing water from the 
lake and connect instead to the 
GVWB pipeline at the south 
end of Beaver Lake.
Rut according to Hill, it’s 
not that easy.
In the first place. Hill told 
The Review Tuesday, such a 
connection would not really 
solve the peninsula’s water 
problems.





'JUST STALLING’ - LANDOWNER
A Saanichton man has again 
been tpld that the community- 
doesn’t want two acres of his 
property for parkland — at 
least for the moment.
George May, 1739 Cultra 
Avenue, sat quietly Monday 
evening as Central Saanich 
subdivision and zoning 
committee, on a motion from 
Mayor Jean Butler, again 
refused his application for 
rezoning of his five acre 
parcel and referred it to 
consultants presently working 
on preparation of a com­
munity plan for the district.
May had previously been 
refused subdivision per­
mission because his land is 
included in the agricultural 
land reserve. At that time Aid. 
Don Maclaurin and George 
MacFarlane led the attack on 
the subdivision proposal, 
contending that agricultural 
land should not be developed.
Without success. May 
countered that hs land was not 
fit for agricultural purposes 
and explained that he had 
derived a meagre living from 
it only through use of two
small greenhouses perched on 
the hillside.
Monday evening, committee 
heard two letters from the 
B.C. Land Commission — one 
to May and one to Central 
Saanich — both saying the 
commission would not- oppose 
division of the land into three 
one acre parcels, plus two 
acres to be dedicated to the 
municipality for parkland. 
The proposed park would 
include land on both sides of 
Hagan Creek.
The land would remain in 
the agricultural land reserve, 
the commission said, but 
subdivision would not be 
opposed because of the land’s 
‘‘somewhat limited 
agricultural capability.”
Leading opponent of 
Monday’s application was 
again MacFarlane, although 
his complaint this time was a 
fear that sewage runnoff from 
new houses in the area might 
effect a municipal well.
Development Officer Gay 
Wheeler explained tliat the 
Metropolitan Board of Health
Coniiinicd on I’nge 2
the Central Saanicli pumping 
station on the lake, running 
north onto the peninsula, is not 
large enough to handle future 
l(x,‘al needs.
He described an immediate 
connection as a “waste of 
money. ..It would be sen­
seless to do it.”
The second problem raised 
by Hill is the cast of joining the 
Victoria water system. Casual 
conversations at the regional 
board level, he sid, indicated 
that the peninsula would be 
expected to contribute to the 
cost of the Haliburton pipeline 
— a cost share that could 
exceed $1 million. And that 
expense, Hill said, would be in 
addition to any costs involved 
in conneeting to the pipeline.
Peninsula municipalities, 
through the capital regional 
board, are presently 
discussing commissioning of a 
three year peninsula water 
study. Hill said: a study that 
ought to establish with cer­
tainty whether or not suf­
ficient ground water exists 
under the peninsula for future 
nee^s. If it does, connection to 
the GVWB system would not 
be required.
As for the short term 
solution offered by Saanich, 
Hill’s reply was: “What 
comes first, people or fish?”
Besides, he said, Saanich 
may just be wasting its time.
“They can maybe put a little 
pressure on the provincial 
government,” he said, “But 
that’s it.”
“They can yell and scream 
all they want, but we have 
water rights on the lake and 
they have nothing to do with 
that.”
If Saanich is really con­
cerned about the water level 
in Elk Lake, Hill added, they 
could pump water from the 
Sooke watershed into the 
Beaver Lake end of the 
system. And that low level just 
might be Saanich’s fault, he 
concluded, speculating on 
operation of a dam at the end 
of Beaver Lake. The dam is 
controlled by Saanich, he said, 
and he wonders if it was 
properly controlled during the 
recent lockout of municipal 
employees in that district.
BE A BLOOD 
DONOR
A blood donor clinic, 
sponsored by the Sidney 
RoUiry Club, will be held in 
Snnscha Hull on .lime 16 
from 2:36 to 5:30 p.m. and 7 
to 9 p.m.
‘IT’S FUN!’ SAYS 19-YEAR-OLD RACE DRIVER
A WEEK of late nights has brought Rookie Collins’ 
race car back to proper form, complete with a new 
— and expensive — engine.
One of the fastest driving 
teenagers on the peninsula 
doesn’t do it on the Pat Bay 
highway in a souped-up 
‘muscle’ car but at Western 
Speedway in a carefully 
constructed and finely tuned 
super, stock race car.
Nineteen-year-old Rockie 
Collins has been involved in 
racing since he was sixteen, 
and has been driving for the 
past two years, 
lie began in the stock car 
class (the medium class at 
Western) last season, moving 
up this year to the faster local 
competition in cars that reach 
spt!ed.s of more tlian 100 mph 
down the speedway 
straightaways,
For the Collins family on 
Orchard Avenue, Rockio's 
hobby has become the major 
family activity.
“Everyone’s involved,’’ 
father Maurice Collins .said 
Monday evening, as ho
displayed a carefully kept 
scrapbook of his son’s 
achievements — and ac­
cidents — on the track.
And there’s loLs of room for 
involvement, for the much 
altered 1967 Chovello takes i( 
groat deal of care and feeding. 
Keeping it in competition 
keeps him broke, Collins 
cheerfully admits, and ho and 
his four man crew work on the 
car nearly every evening and 
weekend. Twenty-year-olds 
Brian McKinnon and Dave 
Stone and 19-year-old Lloyd 
Rook help Rockie and his 
father in the pits and in the 
well-equipped family garage 
— although Rockio’s quick to 
mention that his father’s help 
is the most valuable.
That help can easily consist 
of the workload during the 
past week, after the car had 
been involved in a 70 m|)h 
crash and needed extensive 
repairs and a new motor.
“We worked on it until three 
every morning,” Collins 
explained,
'I'he car, which was pur­
chased paritially built, is 
valued at between $2500 and 
$3000. Balanced against 
winnings so far this year that 
range from $34 to a high of 
$100 for an evening’s racing, 
it’s obvious that the young 
man isn’t about to become 
wealthy overnight, Sponsors 
help a bit with Sidney tire, 
Sidney Rentals and Poison’s 
'rractor Service contributing 
nearly $1,000 for the season,^ 
Why does he do it?
“It’s fun,” is the simple 
reply, “Racing's my life right 
now. It’s all I ever think about. 
Currently running in sixth 
or seventh place in class 
standings at Western 
Speedway, Collins expecls to 
stick to local competition for 
the rest of the season, 
although he d(K*s admit to the
dream of eventually entering 
open competition (similar 
cars with much larger 
engines). To find competition 
in the more powerful class, 
Collins would have to go on the 
raid, however, travelling to 
tracks in the United States. 
And tliat takes money,
But you got the fooling that 
he’ll find a way. He’d like to 
enter one of the local events in 
the open competition circuit 
“if (he) can find a 
motor — and some tires,” 
and the quiet smile indicates 
he’s already got some idea 
where they can bo found.
On Saturday evening 
Peninsula race fans will get a 
sixicia! chance to see Collins in 
action, as Western Siwedway 
hosls a Sidney night at the 
races. Area merchants are 
offering reduced prices on 
race meet tickels, and Collins 
ought to have an increased 
cheering section as a result.
IRGII SI’EEI) CRASH at, Western Speedway on 
May 19 put Collins’ car No. (54 out ol’ service, and 
added .$200 to his list of racing expenses.
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N. SAANICH RESISTING INDUSTRIAL PARK
Federal Government 'Could Walk All Over Us’ - Grieve
TEN YEAR INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT FOR PAT BAY
FADED AND PEELING billboard marks the site 
of another recreation complex dream that didn’t 
work. A lack of adequate financing halted the 
Western Recreation Resources Ltd. scheme and 
left Croteau Homes Ltd. holding an expensive 
parcel of agricultural land on the corner of Central 
Saanich and Mount Newton Cross Roads. Latest 
project proposed for the 18 acre property is a 100 
unit rental housing development under review by 
the provincially-owned Dunhill Development 
Corporation.
Rental Housing Possible
Continued from Page 1
under the corporation’s 
proposal call housing 
program.
Program Manager Bill 
Kennedy refused Tuesday 
morning to discuss details of 
the Central Saanich proposal, 
describing it as “too 
preliminary.’’
Object of the program, he 
said, was for the provincial 
government to acquire 
residential developments, for 
rental, through acceptance of 
proposals from private in­
dustry.
The Central Saanich 
complex has not yet been 
considered by his department, 
he said, adding “nothing may 
come of this.’’
Asked about problems 
arising from the present 
status of the land as 
part of Agricultural Land 
Reserve, Kennedy said 
anything done under the 
prograrri was subject to the 
same conditions as a private 
development.
W.H. McCreery,
representative of Sankey and 
Associates, was also unwilling 
to describe details of the 
proposal prepared by his firm.
“It is far too early to give 
specific details,’’ he said.
The eighteen acre site is 
large, compared to others 
considered under the housing 
program he said, however, 
and any proposal would likely 
include single family 
dwellings as well as multiple 
units.
At this stage, he said, his 
firm simply wanted to inform 
council of Uieir intentions, and 
discuss the project with 
district planner^.
He described the plan as 
“very flexible” and said that 
approval of council would be 
sought before any approach is 
made to the B.C. Land 
Commission for lifting of the 
land freeze on the site.
Central Saanich Develop­
ment Officer Gay Wheeler 
also refused further comment, 
and would not provide a copy 
of the proposal to a Review 
reporter.
North Saanich Mayor Paul 
Grieve was “impressed but 
not sold” on a proposed in­
dustrial park adjoining the 
Oceanographic Institute at 
Pat Bay.
The comment was made 
after council met with staff of 
the institute Thursday to 
discuss a proposal that would 
sec a small industrial park to 
accommodate Oceanographic 
industries built on land 
presently in the agricultural 
land reserve.
Grieve said, “They made a 
comprehensive presentation. 
The architects they’ve em­
ployed are good, it’s a very 
sophisticated design. Parking 
is hidden, and there is sub­
stantial provision for 
recreation facilities.
“They’ve tried to maintain 
land presently tilled as 
agricultural land.”
“Nevertheless,” he said, 
“Two other aldermen and 
myself had some difficulty 
with the proposal in that the 
whole parcel is in the 
agricultural land reserve 
He said council did not wish 
to set a precedent by allowing 
this project to be constructed 
on land set aside for 
agricultural purposes, and 
reiterated his position, stated 
when the project was first 
proposed some weeks ago 
North Saanich has space in an 
already existing and suitably 
zoned industrial area, and that 
where the oceanographic 
industrial complex should be 
built.
Tf stomped on by senior 
levels of government, we will 
oe forced to approve the plan, 
but if we voluntarily cave in to
their pressure we will be 
setting a dangerous 
precedent,” he said.
“They have agreed that if 
we don’t like their final 
proposal they will go away, 
but we’re afraid if we say — 
go away’ they’ll just get out 
their big boots and walk all 
over us,” he said.
Bob Smith, industrial liason 
officer for the oceanographic 
institute said he thought the 
council gave the project a 
good reception, although 
council members reserved 
comment until they had had 
an opportunity to discuss it 
more fully.
If council were unanimous 
in rejecting the proposal, the 
plan would be abandoned, he 
said.
However, if the rejection
was not unanimous, he said he 
hoped changes could be made 
to make the project more 
acceptable. He stressed that 
the proposal presented 
Thursday was not final.
He said there was room for 
considerable modification of 
the plan. The present proposal 
could take ten years to 
develop even if it were ap­
proved immediately. The first 
stage in development would 
involve only one or two 
buildings, with “slow growth” 
of the complex after that.
“We think what we’ve 
proposed is reasonable,” he 
said. “It could be an asset to 
the community, and provide a 
number of jobs to local 
residents who would otherwise 
(have to travel into Victoria to 
work.”
Gl.EN MEADOWS TOURNAMENT
Results of the George Paulin 
Handicap Tournament held at 
Glen Meadows Golf and 
Country Club, June 2 - 6, were 
as follows: Medalist and 
Championship Flight 
Margaret Robertson, Con­
solation Flight - Jean George, 
First Flight-Gladys Green, 
Second Flight-Shirley Boivin, 
Third Flight-Doris Lewis, 
Fourth Flight - Dianne 
Desnoyer, Fifth Flight - Sylvia 
Britten, Sixth Flight - Bunty 
Marlin, Seventh Flight - 
Bernie Davies and Eight 
Flight-Andy Drew. Nine Hole
Medalist - Hilda iMcKeever, 
and Championship. Flight -
Mable Wood and F'irst Flight - 
Vera Clunk.
Groceries - Fruit - Vegetables
OPEN FRIDAY NIGHTS TILL NINE








The world famous Ink Spots 
will be the featured attraction 
at a dance in Sanscha Hall 
June 30, leading off annual 
Sidney Day celebrations.
One of Vancouver Island’s 
most popular bands — Grand 
Slam — will provide music for 
dancing after the Ink Spots 
complete their one hour, show 
at 10:30.
Sidney Days Chairman 
Peter Gregory has announced 
that ticket sales will be 
limited, to ensure ample 
dancing space. He advises 
that tickets be purchased now 
to avoid disappointment. They 
are available at Fredrick’s 
Shoes, 2415 Beacon, phone 656- 
4724.
would check any application 
for a sew'age disposal system, 
and would not allow one that 
might contaminate the well.
Aid. Percy Lazarz, who has 
previously stayed out of 
discussions on May’s ap­
plications because the land is 
located next door to his own, 
entered the debate Monday — 
in support of the application.
“The land commission have 
surveyed the agricultural 
condition of this property,” he 
said. “It is a complete sandy 
loam situation.”
The request for subdivision 
was a jeasonable one, he 
added, and should be 
favourably considered.
Aid. MacLaurin, however, 
described May’s current 
proposal as “kind of an end 
run.”
If the land is not suited for 
agricultural purposes, he said, 
the B.C. Land Commission 
should say so.
“I don’t think they’ll do it,” 
Aid. Dave Hill replied, 
referring MacLaurin to a part 
of the land commission’s 
letter describing the area as 
one that might be used as a 
buffer zone for the “protection 
of the better suited 
agricultural lands to the 
west.”
Mayor Butler then con­
cluded debate with her suc­
cessful motion to refer the 
matter to the consultants.
Interviewed outside the 
meeting. May described
committee’s action as 
stalling.”
“It seems unfortunate,” he 
said, “that two or three people 
in the municipality can stop 
future generations from 
having a park, considering the 




standard Steel's exciting new 
STRAIGHT MASTER with the 
big sidewall 
CLEARANCE is ideal for: 
FARM - INDUSTRY - COM­
MERCE As Canada's largest 
supplier of pre-engineered 
quanset buildings, we 
guarantee to beat any com­
petitor's written quoted price 
by up to S500 on a building of 
similar specifications. 




33119 S Fraser Way,
Suite 206, Abbotsford, B.C.








Fifth Week/June 12-16 
NANAIMO
BAND CONCERT June 15 7:30 pm Bowen Park 500 Bowen 
Rd. 'Vina Robinson 754-5577.
FENCING Fencing Tourney June 14, 15 - 9 am Dufferin 
Crescent School Gylnnasium Dufferin Crescent Street. *A/ex 
McConnel 753-4181.
JAZZ DANCE WORKSHOP June 14 - 1 pm Bowen Park 
complex 500 Bowen Road, "Roger Babuin 754-5577.
TEEN TALENT SHOW June 14 - 7:30 Gyro Youth Centre 




" Gilbert Baa!, Father Of The Bargain House
ARTS & CRAFTS Crafts Fair '75 (4th Annual) June 14-11 
am to 7 pm Recreation Park. Demonstrations and sale of all 
work. "M. De Lange 723-2515.
SAANICH
SEEING EYE BGGS 
AEEGWE® IN PAMKS
SUNDECK FOR SUMMER?
Will blind people leading 
seeing eye dogs be permitted 
to walk in Sidney parks?
That subject came under 
discussion at a regular 
meeting of Sidney council 
Monday evening when Aid, 
Hugh Hollingworth said ho fell 
consideration should bo given 
to those persons requiring tlie 
help of such animals.
Last week council drafted a 
by-law which will [irohibit 
dogs being walked in local 
parks, Hollingwortli again 
indicated that ho was not 
happy willi the proposed by- 
l,aw.
“1 just think eouneil could 
liavo looked into the matter 
more llioroiighly,” he said. 
“Too often this eouneil gets all 
in a panic iiliout things like 
tills and tliey are rusliod 
Ihrougli without proper study. 
1 think that at the very least 
there should lie clog walks 
witliin the parks where the 
animals can do their 
business,,.”
Aid. Chris Andersen, who 
originally proposed the by-law 
said he could see no reason 
why tax payers should pay for 
such ‘dog-walks’.
The by-law has now been 
amended to include seeing eye 
dogs being allowed to use the 
parks.
WE DESIGN AND BUILD A CUSTOM 




5870 Pat Bay Hwy. 652-3536
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COME IN AND PICK UP YOUR FREE 2 for 1 TICKETS FOR 
SIDNEY NIGHT AT WESTERN SPEEDWAY 




FOR SERVICE AND QUALITY
I'orserviem'l.' (|uiilily shop llie'.M(io Block Hf'iU’on Ave,
SIM'J'l.Al J/,lN(i IN FHKSll ( UT MFATS 
AND llOMF, Finur/INIi SUIMM.IKS
Invites His Customers To Come In And 
Receive 2 For 1 Passes To See 
The Races Sat. Night.
tEhe Tiarsahi
^ousit
2372 Beacon Ave. 656-3621
MOTORCYCLE RACING Saanich Motocross June 15-1 
pm. Washington. *G. S. Lohrmann 388-1773.
A programme of the Community'Recreation Branch
British Columbia 
Government
Depai'tnnent of Travel Industry
Hon. Ernest Hall, Minister-R. L. Colby, Deputy Minister
Pick up your free “Schedule of Events" booklet at 
any B.C. Branch of the Canadian Imperial Bank of 
Commerce, Recreation office or B.C. Automobile 
Association office.
THIS SATURDAY NIGHT! 




ROASTS.. . . . .
RUMP ROASTS
CORNED BEEF. ★ SUPER STOCKS ★ CL AIMERS
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Concern is mounting within 
the Sidney council chamber 
over the possible proliferation 
of self-serve gasoline outlets 
in the Sidney area.
Local aldermen received a 
breif presented to them 
Monday evening by Gerry 
Flint on behalf of the local 
automotive dealers’ 
association. *
Mayor Stan Dear, in sup­
porting council’s ap­
prehension over the possible 
safety factors involved with 
self-serve stations, said the 
fire marshall should be asked 
to submit a report on the 
matter.
SELF-SERVE GAS OPPOSITION MOUNTING
DELAYING ACTION
Central Saanich sub­
division and zoning com­
mittee asked Municipal 
Clerk Fred Uurrand 
Monday evening to prepare 
an amendment to the 
district’s zoning bylaw that 
would prohibit construction 
of new service stations in 
the district.
The action was taken to 
prevent successful ap­
plications for new self 
serve gas stations before 
the municipality’s planning 
consultant can consider re­
writing of the bylaw.
Seven service station 
operators attending the 
meeting to urge some 
preventive action, said 
through a spokesman that 
they did not oppose con­
version of Eric Lewis’ 
Voyaguer station to self 
serve.
gasoline sales. This, however, 
is only part of what is hap­
pening in the industry. Every 
station converted by the oil 
companies from full-service to 
self-serve has had the staff 
almost completely 
eliminated!”
‘‘A self-serve outlet only 
requires one employee to be 
on duty. The garage facilities 
have disappeared. No 
mechanics, lube men or 
pumping personnel are 
needed. The oil company has 
installed a small office staffed 
by a cashier who operates the 
console controls without 
having to go outside at all 
during fill ups. The customer 
does all the work, regardless 
of weather conditions.”
“Does our economy warrant 
any increase in unem­
ployment? A letter to the 
Editor which appeared in the 
Vancouver “Sun” October 26, 
1973, points out the feeling of a 
motorist by saying that “there 
is much talk about the need to 
create jobs. This is considered
of such urgency that it is even 
suggested occasionally that 
projects of doubtful or 
unknown value should be 
proceeded with simply becuse 
of the jobs that would be 
created. Many sectors of 
private industry, however, are 
in the name of cost saving, 
doing the exact opposite.”
4. TRAFFIC
“Whether a service station 
is full service or self serve or 
just a gas bar, it does its 
business with vehicles coming 
off the streets and then going 
back on to the streets. When a 
station suddenly increases its 
gallonage volume by 200 
percent, as is the case with 
some self-serve outlets, it 
means that traffic at that 
location is going to create a 
problem, especially at peak 
hours. Since the whole pur­
pose of these new outlets is to 
generate more business, it is 
obvous that normal traffic- 
flows will substantially 
change. This is a matter for 
consideration by the
ISATELLITE 656-2642
Flint’s submission was as 
follows:
1. SAFETY 
“Although gasoline at self- 
service stations is cheaper, 
there is no other service 
provided. The hood is never 
lifted, the tires are never 
checked. No attention is paid 
to the automobile. If oil or 
water is required, if anti­
freeze or windshield wiper 
blades are needed, the self- 
serve operation does not 
provide this service. Many 
cars are now leaving self- 
serve stations in an unsafe 
condition, with the average 
motorist being none the 
wiser.”













OR BAIT 5 LBS.
FREE 2 for 1 PASSES 
FOR SIDNEY NIGHT AT 
WESTERN SPEEDWAY
2. PRICE SAVING
“There is no reason why
there should not be a saving to 
a motorist for pumping his 
own gasoline. But if that 
saving results in higher cost 
for repairs due to neglected 
items such as tires, oil, 
radiator levels, etc. then is 
there really a saving?”
“Recent figures released by 
Imperial Oil indicate that the 
average motorist getting 15 
miles to the gallon, drives 1100 
miles per month and by saving 
five cents a gallon at a self- 
serve ends up with a total 
saving at the end of the year of 
$48. For what the average 
motorist loses in service to 
gain $48 the justification 
appears difficult to support.”
3. EMPLOYMENT
“A survey made by the 
A.R.A. revealed that the full 
service stations had to reduce 
their staffs because of the 
considerable decline in
PACIFIC COD - CONTENTED FISH
FILLETS
WHITE & TASTY LB.
ACTIVE PASS
LING COD FILLETS
STEAKS & CHUNKS 4
FOR SPRING SALADS OR 
LIGHTLY FRIED
Fresh Cooked Crab I.B.
THE SPRING SALMON
ARE HERE! $1 50
FRESH WHOLE RED SPRINGS J, lr.
$1 00JL LBFRESH WHOLE WHITE SPRINGS
THE SIDE DELIVERY HAY RAKE 
CAN SAVE YOU MONEY.
municipality and should be a 
significant factor to be 
oxainined before any new 
permits are allowed. Citizens 
of any neighbourhood keep a 
close watch on Increased 
traffic for any reason and it is 
their right to protest if it 
disturbs their peace and 
quiet.”
5. CONCLUSION
‘The full-service operator is 
usually a local resident in­
terested in his community, a 
member of a local service 
club, or supporting other 
community oriented 
organizations. He is on a first 
name basis with his regular 
customers. The self-serve 
station is wholesaling 
gasoline, the price of which is 
in the hands of the oil cartels, 
which are controlled out of the 
Province. The A.R.A. feels
that there is still a place for 
the independent small 
business man, running a full- 
service station. He will also 
pay more in business taxes, as 
he employs more staff than a 
self-.serve,
“The Automotive Retialers’ 
Association, which represents 
over fifteen hundred 
automotive firms in the 
Province and which 
represents a majority of 
service sUUions in the area, 
welcomes the opportunity of 
presenting this submission to 
the Council. The Association 
has no wish to interfere with 
or restrain the trade of anyone 
wishing to engate in the 
retailing of gasoline products 
in the Sidney area. The 
Association recognizes that 
changes in marketing 
procedures are inevitable.
Many improvements in 
dispensing gasoline have 
Uiken place in the past fifty 
years. Some methods have 
been successful, others have 
failed. The motoring public 
has the final say in most 
cases. If a portion of 
the motoring public wants self 
service then the Association 
will not attempt to deny this 
wish. But if a volume hungry 
group of oil companies at­
tempts to force more and 
more of this type of outlet on 
the motoring public without 
regard for meeting their 
motoring needs, then the 
Association will vigourously 
oppose such a move.”
“Early in February of this 
year, representatives of oil 
companies seeking to open up 
self-service units in the 
municipality of Richmond,
found that their argumenis did 
not impress tiie Mayor and 
Council and the applications 
were refused. 'I’lie Council 
made it abundantly clear that 
they intend to keep self serves 
out of Ricbmod and voiced 
many of the concerns already 
outlined in this submission.
“U is also most interesting 
to note tliat the City of
Toronto, Cache Creek and 
Williams l.ake, prohiliit 
self-serve stations within their 
boundaries and there does not 
appear to be any outcry from 
the motoring public there to 
demand that full service 
outlets be eliminated in favour 
of the “do it yourself’’ kind.
“The Association wishes at 
this time, to urge the Council 
to consider seriously a cur­
tailment of this type of 
retailing."
BUTLER « BROTHERS
I:!:!!)() DOUGLAS TV Sales & Service lIHlt-l.'-.H
SUAAMER TV OVERHAUL
|95SPECIAL '49
Includes pick-up, delivery and set up. 
Parts extra if needed.
George Elliot Can Show You The Advantages Of This New Machine. | 
See Him This Weeh.
BUTLER BROTHERS
.Farm & Industrial Equipment / Pumps & Irriaation
2070 KEATING X ROAD / l-or Soiviay roloi)hona; G5i>-11?1 1)2755,
BLOCK BROS. REALTY LTD
IS PLEASED TO ANNOUNCE
THE OPENING OF OUR NEW
BRANCH OFFICE AT
BILL MOSHER 9779 - 4th STREET
ASK ABOUT
ON JUNE 11, 1975.
COME AND MEET OUR SALES
STAFF.
FEEL FREE TO VIEW OUR
CATALOGUES
LINDA FAHEY
Block Bros, guarantee home 
sales plan
New home subdivisions
Our weekly catalogue service
Associate brokers across Canada
PETER CULTER
Obtaining top market value for your home
How 55 offices
- 1400 salespeople can help you
Obtaining a free estimate of your home
mm
EDNA SUMSION
The Key .... To A Successful Transaction Is With Your Local Block. Bros.
Representative. With No Obligation To You Call
9779 4th St. Sidney
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A Friend
Contrary to some reports in the past year, the 
Royal Canadian Mounted Police have yet to lose all 
their dash and gentlemanly qualities. At least not in 
Sidney.
Constable Randy Hildebrandt was requested to 
pick up an abandoned child’s bicycle at a home on 
Ardwell road last week. Though ^e incident was a 
minor matter in the daily routine of police work, 
Hildebrandt found himself surrounded by a curious 
group of youngsters, includng one who was blind, 
as he pulled his police car up to the curb.
They watched, enthralled, as he loaded the bike 
into his police car. Noticing this, a grin came over 
his face. He invited them into the car, turned up the 
police radio for them, showed them how it worked 
and answered a few of their wonderous questions.
Then, a few minutes later on departing the scene, 
he switched on his siren a brief second or two.
This caused the youngster who could not see as 
well as the rest to shoot homeward, squealing with 
delight. He, like his young friends, now knew what 
a real policeman was all about.
The friendly human attitude exhibited by this 
constable was in its own small way in the best 
tradition of the force. Sidney is fortunate to have 
such a man in its detachment.
Anglican Church of Canada
PARISH OF 
SOUTH SAANICH
Sunday June 15,1975 
TRINITY III 
ST. MARY’S
9:00 a.m. Holy Communion 
9:45 a.m. Matins
ST. STEPHEN’S 
11:00 a.m. Sunday School 
11:15 a.m. Holy Com­
munion
Rev. Ivan Fuller 
652-2812
Anglican Church of Canada
THE PARISH OF 
NORTH SAANICH
ASSMEBLY OF GOD 
(P.A.O.C.)
9182 E. Saanich Rd. 
North off McTavish 
Pastor: Chas A. Barker 
Telephone 656-2545
You'Re AfORg TriAti WEUOMP 








LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
9:45 a.m. Sunday School 
11:00 a.m. Worship service 
“HONOUR THY 
FATHER’’




8:00 a.m. Holy Communion 
10:00 a.m. Morning Prayer 
SIDNEY ROTARY CLUB 
ANNUAL SERVICE 
CanonF. Vaughan-Brich




3rd St., Sidney 
2 Blocks S. of Beacon 
8:00 a.m. Holy Communion 
11:15a.m. FAMILY HALF 
HOUR
THURSDAY
9:00 a.m. Holy Communion





RectorRev. Robert Sansom 
656-4870 656-5322
Editor, The Review, Sir:
Having just completed the 
reading of a newsworthy 
Review -1 thought I, as others
yourhave, wopld point out 
need of a proof reader.
Item No. 1: I read with keen 
interest, the “Letters to the
Editor’’ page and note that 
Mr. Hamilton received full 
coverage. I had hoped some 
praise would have gone to the
Opinion
Game Playing A Desperate Situation
There’s a very real danger — at almost any level 
of political activity — that elected officials will 
become so enamoured of their decision-making 
authority that they begin to lose touch with the 
reality of situations, and concentrate on the 
bureaucracy itself.
Such may be the case in Central Saanich where, 
once more, an offer of two acres of beautiful 
parkland has been refused — along with its ac­
companying application for a minor subdivision.
The facts of the case are simple. George May 
wants to subdivide his five acre lot into four sec­
tions: two one acre lots for sale, a one acre lot 
containing his present home and two acres of 
creekbed parkland to be dedicated to the 
municipality.
By all accounts the land is useless for farming. 
The soil is poor and most of it is side-hill. It’s 
located within a few hundred yards of land that will 
soon be solid houses. And its always been George 
May’s nest egg for future — a future that has now 
come.
But none of that seems to impress three specific 
members of Central Saanich council.
Aid. George MacFarlane originally opposed the 
olan because the land was frozen under the 
agricultural land reserve. Now that the B.C. Land 
Commission has said they have no objection to 
subdivision, he has raised the fear of contamination 
of a municipal water supply. When the district 
development officer laid that one to rest, he still 
wouldn’t let it go, picking up on Aid. Don 
Maclaurin’s petulant suggestion that the matter be 
referred back to the land commission.
Throughout Monday evening’s debate, Mac­
Farlane gave the appearance of someone caught up 
in a game. He didn’t want the subdivision to be 
approved, and he’d keep on finding reasons to deny 
it whenever his current ones were refuted.
MacLaurin’s stance is little better. The land 
commission will not lift the parcel’s agricultural 
designation, but will also not oppose subdivision. 
Not good enough, says MacLaurin, the commission 
should admit its mistake and lift the freeze. In 
making this suggestion, the experienced alderman 
is expecting us to believe he’s far less intelligent 
than he is. He knows full well that arguments have 
raged throughout the province over the com­
mission’s designation of worthless land as 
agricultural. It’s become a political issue. They 
can’t back down.
It’s a cute trick on the alderman’s part: he can 
rest on righteous indignation, and refuse to deal 
with May’s application on its merits.
Although equally to blame for the further delay 
in granting May’s request, Mayor Joan Butler can 
really only be criticised for an unwillingness to 
make a decision. She has yet to make her views of 
the subdivision clearly known, but instead has 
hidden behind the skirts of the newly hired planning 
consultants.
What Mrs. Butler seems unable to grasp is that 
council, not a firm of planners, was elected to make 
decisions on behalf of the people of central Saanich.
’Whatever the consultant’s recommendations, 
council has already decided that Saanichton will be 
a residential area. To extend that a few hundred 
yards doesn’t seem either difficult or dangerous.
by JOHN REYNOLDS,
M.P. I
The problem of heroin traffic, and use, in British Columbia has become so serious that :•: 
it is time for us to consider revoking bail privileges for anyone awaiting trial on charges | 
of trafficking in the drug.
This is one of the suggestions that I put to the Solicitor General of Canada at a meeting 
of the House Committee on Justice and Legal Affairs on May 28.1 pointed out that most, :■ 
if not all, of the traffickers in heroin charged by the R.C.M.P., and committed to trial on 
the offence, were out on the street within hours, free to ply their nefarious and dangerous 
trade once again. i;:
When I consider the damage that these people are doing to society, and especially to i 
our young people, I see no reason why we should continue to allow them to go free on bail iji 
until their cases come before the courts, often as much as two years after they are i;’: 
charged'. While Tam a champion of'h'uman ri^’ts, I do not feel that the same con- 
siderations apply in the case of heroin traffickers as in the case of the ordinary citizen. ' J 
What we must consider first of all is what we can do to protect the interests, and even the 
lives, of ordinary cifeens from traffickers in l^roin and other dangerous drugs. j;
There are two good reasons why any person charged with trafficking in heroin, after j; 
thorough investigation by the R.C.M.P. and other police drug squads, should not be 
allowed to go free on bail. First of all, as I mentioned before, they go right back to traf- •: 
ticking in heroin until they are called for trial, and the present backlog of cases waiting i; 
for trial for drug trafficking is so large that it is not unusual for a case to come to trial j: 
eighteen months to two years after charges have been laid. Secondly, traffickers in ■: 
heroin and other hard drugs are highly organized criminals. They are desperate and •: 
ruthless, and they are know to employ every conceivable device to avoid capture or :■ 
prosecution. When these people are released on bail they are free to go about rigging :' 
their own trials. :
There are cases where criminals awaiting trial on drug charges have been known to ■ 
intimidate witnesses and court officials, or to try to buy them off with money. There are ; 
many other known instances where witnesses, and even police officials, have been i 
murdered to prevent the police from going to court with a clear case, even where the 
evidence in the first instance was complete and well documented.
We have reached a point in the problem of drug traffic and use in our province where 
all the advantages seem to favour organized crime, and the police and courts are not 
getting as much support as they should be getting. We are going to have to take im­
mediate steps to reverse this situation, and give the advantage to those who are entitled 
to it, the police and the courts.
We must ensure that all those charged with serious drug offences are kept in jail while 
awaiting trial. And, we must take steps to bring them to trial as soon as possible 
after being charged. These steps alone would ensure that a larger percentage of those 
charged would be put out of business, and off the streets, for a good part of the remainder 
of their lives.
At the present time there are about 600 major drug cases awaiting trial in Vancouver 
courts (and approximately 800 minor cases). With other business to conduct, the courts 
simply cannot cope with these cases. I suggested to the Solicitor General that special 
courts should besetup to deal only with drug cases, and clear up the backlog so that cases 
could be dealt with on a more current basis by the courts. This is a desperate situation, 
calling for desperate measures.
North Saanich Volunteer Fire 
Department
Item 2: Reading further on 
the page — another of Mr. 
Thornley’s letters — you 
mention^ a gentleman by the 
name of High Curtis. Does this 
denote the gentleman’s 
condition at the time the letter 
was written?
Item 3: “Talk of the Town”. 
My how Hugh Hollingsworth’s 
features have changed since I 
last talked to him aboard the 
Princess Marguerite Saturday 
evening — he is even better 
looking in the picture in the 
Review.
Yours in Jest 
Wilf Reece
EDITOR’S NOTE: There are 
two HughHolling(s)worths 
in Sidney. One with an ‘s’ 
and one without
7:00p.m. EVANGELISTIC 
A special invitation is 
extended to all fathers.
TUESDAY
7:30 p.m. Bible Study & 
Prayer
Rev. C.A. Barker, 
Telephone 656-2545
BETHEL BAPTIST
Sunday, June 15,1975 
9:45 a.m. Sunday Bible 
School for all ages.
Editor, The Review, Sir:
I have just read “Talk of the 
Town” published June 4, on 
dogs banned from parks.
I live right opp>osite Tulista 
Park and enjoy seeing the 
picnics enjoy^ by families, 
children playing ball and 
other games, cyclists who stop 
on their way to and from the 
Anacortes ferry. But, I do not 
enjoy seeing a mother 
scraping the shoes of her 
children when they get off a 
swig or teeter-totter or see a 
child lean against a post a dog 
has just used as a hydrant 
I wonder what our 
American friends think. They 
have doggie parks. Why can’t 
we walk our doggies along the 
beach where there is a tide to 
keep Tulista park clean.
A sign would help, like: “No 
dogs allowed” or “Doggie 
Walk — ” or “Doggie Park” 








‘God is not 
Mocked”
Wednesday, 7:30 p.m. 
“Bible Study and 
Prayer Time 






Sunday, June 15,1975 
TRINITY III
8:30 a.m. Holy Communion 
11:00 a.m. Morning Prayer 
11:00 a.m. Sunday School 
in the Hall 




SIDNEY AND NORTH 
SAANICH 
Rev. R. Hori Pratt 
Church Office-6563213 
Manse-656-1930 
ST. JOHN’S DEEP COVE 
Service Worship 9:30 a.m.
ST. PAUL’S SIDNEY 
Services of Worship 11:00 
a.m.
Sunday School 11:00 a.m. 
CENTRAL SAANICH 
Rev. JohnM. Wood, B.A. 
Church Office 652-2713 
Manse 652-2748 
SHADY CREEK 
7180 EastSaanich Road 
Family Service and 
Sunday School 9:45 a.m.





Sunday School 10:00 a.m. 




9:30 a.m. The Lord’s
Supper
11:00 a.m. Family Bible 
Hour
and Sunday School 
7:00 p.m. Evening Service 
Wednesday
8p.m. Prayer & Bible Study 
Jesus said
“I am the Light of the 
World”
Wed. Fellowship 8:00 p.m. 
Sun. 9:00 a.m Worship 
1st Memorial Chapel 
4725 FalaiseCres. 
Royal Oak






rovenue lor new 
tlu‘ Contral Saanich fire 
coininillee has recommended 
that incri'ased charges be 
made lor attending fires on 
Indian reserves, trailer parks 
and on local highways.
Suggested new cL'irges are 
SHI per house |M»r year for
reserve houses (up from $5 
$1 pci trailer and a cRuge 
plus $5 per man per hour for 
fighting fires in vehicles 
owned by people who do not 
reside in the district. The 
latter bills would be directet 
to tlie Insurance Corporation
Be A Blood Donor
of B.C,
In 1974, Greater 'Victoria hospitals used an 
average of 29 pints every day of the year, for a total 
of 10,679 units (pints) of blood.
Clinics in the area south of the Malahat provided 
Victoria’s hospitals with over 9000 pints. The 
shortage was made up by donors in other parts of 
the province. This year. Blood Donor clinics in this 
area are off to a good start with a number of out- 
sUinding clinics early in the year; Sidney produced 
201 donors on January 10, for example. So 1975 
could be the year we support our hospitals with our 
own donors.
At present it is estimated that this year clinics in 
this area have produced enough volunteers to meet 
the average requirements for the hospitals to date. 
The forecast for the summer months, however, is 
for a repetition of other summers: there are fewer 
clinics as staff take their holidays, there are fewer 
donors as they too go on holiday, there is a heavier 
requirement due to increased accidents. It is an 
unfortunate coincidence that increased 
requirements and reduced supply occur at the 
same time. In some measure, the short-fall can be 
made up by well-attended clinics prior to the 
holiday season. But there is no collecting a “bank 
roll’’ to last over the summer months, because 
whole blood can only be kept 21 days. Blood Banks 
are purely short term.
Lost somewhere in the promotion and ad­
vertising, smothered among so many superlatives, 
is the plea to give blood and save a life, But like a 
small boat in bad seas, it is spotted again and again 
by individuals who arc touched personally by the 
generosity of blood donors, and the impact of the 
plea is felt.
It is only with your donations of blood that so
many of the great advances in blood science and 
surgical techniques become life savers. To save a 
life and reduce suffering has to be among the most 
human of all impulses. Surely no one offered the 
opportunity to do so can conscientiously leave it to 
someone else.
The next time you consider how lucky you are to 
be in Canada, add to the list of benefits — blood 
transfusions free of charge if and when you need 
them.
Through the Canadian Red Cross, our country 
can boast one of the world’s most efficient blood 
transfusion services.
Since the first blood donor clinic was established 
in 1947, our reputation has grown internationally. 
Our programme provides a unique and vital ser­
vice. Literally hundreds of thousands of lives have 
been saved because of it. Its continuance depends 
upon the unselfishness of Canadians who become 
blood donors.
Blood donors are part of a growing community of 
people who believe in action. They arc people who 
have, decided to do something to help. Strangely, 
they are a minority group. Not so strangely, they 
need help.
Soon, Red Cross will be asking YOU to help. The 
half hour you spend can do something positive, and 
when you realize that some 3p,000 patients in 
British Columbia receive blood each year, you’ll 
understand the great need. Consider the 
possibilities. If that 30,000 did not include you or 
someone you love, you’re lucky; if it did, you’re 
fortunate that enough people wore 
enough to bo blood donors.





Sunday School 10:00 a.m. 
Morning Worship 11:00
a.m.







OUR LADY OF THE 
ASSUMPTION 
7726 W. Saanich Road 
Saturday Mass 8 p.m.
Sunday Mass 9 a.m.
ST ELIZABETH’S CHURCH 
10030 Third St. Sidney 
Sunday Masses 1*0:15 
& 11:15
Weekday Masses 







Rest Haven Drive, Sidney 
SERVICES




ALL ARE WELCOME 
Pastor A, Ramsay 
Phone 656-2756 
656-1121
Your six communifv Chnpols, 
Indopondont F.imlly Owned 
nnd Controlled. Sands since 
1912,
WE CARE 








Sands Chapel of Roses 
Fourth Street 
ISIDNEY 650-‘2032|
Specializing In shipping to or 
(rom anywhere. Call collect
By munmnoNAi hicht caai
REMOVALAND 
MEMOlUAL SERVICE
Serving Vancouver island 
Call Colled
A DIVISION or SANDS 
VICTOKI A, .1111) .SKS.S 
SIDNEY, ASA.2932 
COLWOOD, .178 31121 
DUNCAN, 7.IA..S217 
UADYSMITH, 24.S 2331 
NANAIMO, 7.S3 2032
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The Jack Scott G>lumn
The news from California is 
very bad tonight, friends. It 
tells of the first successful 
testing of —ugh!— the 
“videophone,” science’s latest 
triumph over the decency of 
privacy.
You don’t have to be much
of a prophet to realize that this 
thing is going to have a 
terrible influence on our lives. 
The “videophone,” as you’ve 
probably read, is a telephone 
with a view. It has been 
developed by the Kay 
Laboratory of San Diego
whose mad engineers predict 
that it will be a normal feature 
of everyday North American 
life within 10 years.
This gives us a very short 
time to make our escape to 
Tahiti.
The first public test featured
the mayors of San F'rancisco 
and Palo Alto. Being old- 
fashioned, 1975 humans they 
are reported to have gone 
through the ordeal with the air 
of condemned men. It was a 
peek into the mists of the 
hideous future when no man
will be safe from the prying 
eyes of the outside world.
The mayors sat in offices a 
mile apart, each confronted 
by television screens. The 
mayor of San Francisco called 
the mayor of Palo Alto. The 
phone rang. The Palo Alto 
mayor picked it up and
Some independent garage operators 
want self serve stations banned from 
II the peninsula — do you agree?
THERESA MCLAREN 
Sidney
No, because self serve 
gas stations sell gas 




No, I wouldn’t agree. 
If you ban that form of 
marketing you’d have to 





No. I don’t think they 
should be banned. 
Shouldn’t we have free 
enterprise? I like to 




No, I don’t think that’s 
fair. If people want to 
shop at self serve gas 




I wouldn’t agree if I 
were in Australia. We 
have coin operated self 
serve stations there, 




No, there are quite a 
few people on fixed 
incomes in this area.
Any penny they can 
save is a penny.
Wft
siiT.iltancously the screens 
came alive, each mayor being 
confronted not only with a 
picture of the other, but of his 
own image as well. So the new 
era dawned.
Let’s concede, first, that in 
many ways this development 
will benefit mankind. The 
inventors give us the rosy 
picture, for example, if a 
surgeon sending out for a 
certain scalpel in the middle 
of an operation and being able 
to check on his videophone.
They see, as well, the fac­
tory foreman of the future 
overseeing an entire 
production line simply by 
dialing the right numbers. In 
prisons, too, it allows the 
captain of a cell block to be 
sure that his charges are all 
snug in their beds and not over 
the wall.
But let us squint our eyes 
and take a long look at what 
this will mean in more 
domestic circles. There’s no 
use dismissing it simply as a 
silly fad. Our grand-fathers 
tried to do that with the 
screen-less phone, but it 
simply wouldn’t go away. I 
can hear ten million 
housewives, in the next ten 
years, saying, “But, Harry, a 
videophone is a necessity 
these days”. I can hear the 
teen-agers protesting that 
they are social outcasts unless 
they have person-to-person 
TV. It is going to be a losing 
game. We’re going to get 
videophone, men, and we’d 
better brace ourselves for it.
The reaction of both 
Californian mayors was, I 
thought, significant. They said 
that it was a miracle, all right, 
but they’d like to be able to 
have a switch or something so 
they could revert to the old- 
style, non-seeing contact.
The mayor of Palo Alto 
owned that he was discon­
certed not so much by seeing 
the mayor of San Francisco, 
but by the picture of himself. 
One observer has predicted 
that this may result in serious 
neurological consequences 
offering as it does visual proof 
of a split personality.
Most of us, you see, wear a 
kind of false face in public, not 
nearly as comfortable or 
natural as the one we wear at 
home and clearly the 
videophone will put us all on 
our guard, thus destroying the 
very essence of home life 
which is to be yourself.
Turn it off? Of course you 
won’t be able to for that will be 
a give-away that you’ve 
something to hide. ‘Hmmm,” 
people will say. “The Jones’ 
have their screen off. What 
can be going on there?”
You can see what it will be 
like. The snoopers of the world 
who, God knows, are annoying 
enough with the one­
dimensional phone, will be 
able to gaze at will into your 
private life simply by dialing 
you. Mothers-in-law will be 
practically on the premises, 
even on the honeymoon. 
Bosses will bo able to check up 
on your story of being bedded 
with influenza. You might as 
well live in, a gold-fish bowl.
I predict a great future for 
hermits.
' *
DON’T MISS OUR SIDNEY BOY 
ITHIS SATURDAY NIGHT, JUNE 14th 
AT WESTERN SPEEDWAY
12
lo Sponsor of No. 64, Charlie Richmond Invites All His Friends To Come
Into Sidney Rentals And Receive Your Free 2 for 1 Tickets For Sidney
Night at Western Speedway





In your Friendly 
Sidney
Safeway Store 




SVa oz. Tri-Pak.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . !
Sea Trader 












Bake or Broil 
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Winner in Island Furniture Mart’s sixth an­
niversary draw Mrs. R. Archer is congratulated by 




The Tax Rate now has just been struck 
the Clerk sits back and waits,
He knows ere long his phone will ring 
its the season for complaints.
The Taxes are too high they say, 
What does the Town provide?
My sidewalks are all broken up 
and dogs are running wild.
The pot holes in street. I’ll swear 
are deep as many wells.
And driving just five miles an hour 
I’m shaken all to Hell.
While other streets have been swept clean. 
Mine still remains untouched.
And with each puff o’ wind that blows 
my house gets full of dust.
Through Taxes I’m required to pay 
to help preserve the past.
Provide for young and old alike 
the pleasures I’m denied.
The future too, you’ve not forgot 
and I’m required to pay.
For Planners who would plot a course 
some twenty years away.
The Teachers, Firemen and Policemen, too 
demand their pound o’ flesh.
It seems that all who work for me 
all want the very best.
Well Andy, tax me all you like 
but I’ve got news for you.
The hen that lays those golden eggs 
is damn near pooped out too.
I know these Taxes I must pay 
or soon you’ll take my lands.
But as the Clerk will you convey 
to Council these remarks.
That he who like a Hog would feed 
from out the “Public Trough’’,
He should be mindful of the fact 
the fattest'Hog dies first.
(reprinted from the Picton Gazette)
iwftfofoll!
Tako the whole family to Sunday dinner at 
the Sherwood Dining Rooiri. Little people 
will love Tony Eng's free magic shows and 
the special 'Robin Hood' menu. All kinds of 
fun and tasty treats, with kids' dinners as 
low as 95c (and that's tho kind of magic 
mom and dad appreciate too.)
Continuous Sliow 
Phone for Iteservntions 1*22
Shetwood ^ailcj'lnn
Wt.‘ can mako 
your day , ..
iz:i(i()U(ii;K(),M)i;ASi',()Niii(in\VAYiA,VK:inuiA,ii.(:,
Wednesday, June 11, 1975
CUPE/ School Board Deadlocked
35 PERCENT INCREASE OFFERED
One caluse of a proposed 
agreement between members 
of the Canadian Union of 
Public Employees local 441 
and the Saanich Peninsula 
school board is blocking 
settlement of a dispute which 
began last October.
The proposal was made at 
the last joint meeting of the 
school board and the union, 
held Wednesday, and would
provide wage increases of up 
to 35 per cent for the 100 
workers.
The clause in question would 
provide a 31 cent an hour 
increase for tradesmen - 
carpenters, plumbers, elec­
tricians and painters - for the 
last two months of 1975.
John Elliot, union 
representative, said the in­
crease will bring tradesmen’s
SIDNEY RECREATION
Supervised children’s I 
programmes will be held 
again during the summer 
holidays. With two Tot Lots 
and a new children’s 
programme at Sanscha, the 
staff of leaders and helpers is 
now organizing and planning 
exciting and interesting things 
to do. Each three-week session 
will run from Mondays to 
Thursday, and from 9:30 - 
11:30 a.m. —a total of 24 hours 
of supervised activities per 
session.
Registrations are now being 
received at the Sidney 
Recreation Office, 9768 First 
St., or by telephone at 656-4914, 
Mondays to Fridays from 9 -12 
noon. Space is limited! 
Register now to assure your 
child of a happy summer.
parade entry should phone the 
recreation office, and get the 
information. The more the 
merrier!
HOLE-IN-ONE TOURNEY FOR LIONS CLUB
Activities being held this 
week are: Thursday, June 12, 
Saanich Peninsula Tennis 
Club, at Parkland at 6:30 
p.m.; Peninsula Track and 
Field practice, at North 
Saanichat6:40 p.m.; Monday, 
June 16, Peninsula Track and 
Field Club workout at North 
Saanichat6:40p.m., Tuesday, 
June 17, Summer Playground 
Leaders’ meeting at 3:30 p.m., 
Saanich Peninsula Tennis 
Club at Parklands at 6:30 
p.m.. Men’s Floor Hockey, at 
Sanscha — cancelled.
wages closer to parity with 
rates for similar wages paid 
tradesmen in Victoria.
The school board accepted 
the provisions of the proposed 
agreement in a meeting 
Thursday, with the exception 
of this item.
Members of the union met 
Sunday, Elliot said, and 
ratified the proposed 
agreement, although they had 
been notified of the board’s 
decision.
“We’re not wiling to give 
that up,” Elliot said. “We’ve 
compromised enough already 
— the total amount involved is 
only about $8(X).”
The school board reiterated 
their position at their regular 
meeting Monday night.
Norma Sealey, board 
chairman, agreed that the 
sum involved would be about 
$800, but said it would set the 
stage for higher demands for 
the next contract.
Provincial mediator Clark 
Gilmour took part in the 
negotiations.
No date has been set for 
further negotiations, but both 
parties have said they are 
anxious for a settlement “as 
soon as possible.”
The Royal Oak Lions Club 
will host the first annual hole- 
in-one golf tournanment at 
Douglas Golfland, June 14 and 
15.
Pagoda and the Gregarah Golf 
Club.
Tickets will also be 
available at Douglas Golfland
during the tourriament.
All proceeds of the event 
will be used for Lion’s Club 
projects.
Play will be from 9 a.m. to 8 
p.m. each day, and prizes will 
be $50.00 for a hole-in-one, plus 
hourly prizes for those closest 
to the hole.
Cost will be 3 balls for $1.00 
and advance tickets will be on 
sale at: Douglas Golfland, 
Royal Oak Drugs, Royal Oak 
Meats, Individual Dry 
Cleaners, Cedar Hill Golf 
Club, Kirby’s Health Centre, 
Playland Curling Club, Tang’s
Club, Organizations, Hobby & Craft 
Groups, Scouts, Girl Guides etc. etc.
FREE MALL bookings may be arranged for displays, 
Community Fund Drives, Etc. etc.
For rosorvotion of spoco ploosG contoct
Mr. G. Stober
Beacon Plaza Merchants Association 
Phone 656-4414
7.77
NEW LOW PRICE OF
WEED ’N’ FEED
22 Lbs. Covers 5000 Sq. Ft
Don’t forget the tennis 
programme being conducted 





BEACON AVE. SIDNEY 656 U34
Further information will be 
made available next week in 
connection with an entry in the 
parade on July 1. Any kids 
who would like to be part of a
EXCEPT TUESDAY
SEA FOOD EVENING 




Former Saanich and the 
Islands MLA John Tisdalle 
will continue promotion of his 
book of spiritual writings at a 
gathering Friday, at Sidney 
Elementary School.
DEEP COVE CflALET




SIDNEY NEWS & VARIETY
2440 BEACON — OPEN EVERY DAY TILL
WFOFFFR FATHER'S DAY — JUNE 15
FINE CIGARS - BEAUTIFUL PIPES - LIGHTERS - TOBACCO - 
ENGLISH LEATHER WALLETS - CAMERA SUPPLIES - A WIDE 
SELECTION OF CHOCOLATE AND CANDIES.
NEW ARRIVALS IN PAPERBACKS — THE REINCARNATION OF I PETER PROUDE - MAY EHRLICH - “PIRATE” - HAROLD ROBBINS - I “THE OTHER SIDE OF THE MOUNTAIN - E.G. VALENS
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SIDNEY NITE AT WESTERN SPEEDWAY.
2:30 P.M. TO 5:30 P.M
7 P.M. TO 9 P.M
Come Into Our Shop 
And Get Your 2 For 1 Tickets 
And Take Dad To The Races 
For Fathers Day.
SPONSORED BY 
THE ROTARY CLUB OF SIDNEY
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®FF A SUMMEM CKEISE? 
... A FEW SUGGESTIONS HEGAMIING 
MEPICAE STORES FOR YOUR VESSEE
EDITOirS NO'I'E
Sliortly before bis tragic 
death in 1!K;(> Doctor Peter 
Pye, one of the w or ld's leading 
authorities on simall boat 
sailing, presented the 
following medical cruising 
guide to a Review reporter. It 
is understocxl that, this same 
sea chest list of metlicines has 
been used as a guide for 
England’s Royal Cruising 
Club and altlvougli the 
following recon'unendations 
have been amended where 
necessary to si5,'it Canadian 
prescriptions (die guide is 
basically the sa^me.
It is hoped that this list will 
be of use to local boaters 
planning theiij/annual summer 
cruise and ahio for those hardy 
souls wishin;g to venture off 
soundings. ’
PART I
Suggestions for medical 
equipmeni, drugs, etc., and 
their use^i while sailing in 
Pacific or Atlantic waters. 
NOTE: Drugs marked ? can 
only he obtained with a doc­
tor’s prescription. Consult 
your doctor with regard to 
these drugs.
FIRST AID MANUAL: British 
Red Cross or St. Johns. 
PREVENTIVE MEDICINE: 
If sailing to Spain, Portugal or 
the eastern Mediterranean 
etc. Consult your doctor about 
inoculations against typhoid, 
Tetanus. If on a long cruise, 
chloi inate water in tanks with 
cone. sol. of Chlorine (I.C.I.),
5 drops to every 10 gallons. 
EQUIPMENT:
( ■-i) I box. A deed box 12” x 7”
X 4" is a suitable size or plastic 
container of about these 
dimensions.
(b) 1 Clinical thermometer. V2 
minute, to be kept in mouth for 
at least 1 minute.
(c) 1 pr. surgical scissors, one 
blade blunt ended, the other 
sharp pointed.
(d) 1 pr. Mosquito forceps.
(e) 1 pr. surgical forceps 
(NOT toothed).
(f) 1 tin (Nomad Paraffin
Tulle.) Paraffin gauze 
dressings, 10 pieces, W-i" x 
4V2”. - .
DISINFECTANTS:
(a) Surgical spirit. 6oz. bottle. 
For disinfecting instruments.
(b) Cetavlon or other an­
tiseptic cream.
DRESSINGS " to be kept in a 
plastic bag.
(1) '/2 lb. cotton wool (hospital 
quality).
(2) 4 yds. plain gauze in pkt.
(3) Bandages, assorted.
14) 1 roll Roracic lint.
(5) 3 yds. crepe bandage.
(6) Elastoplast. 2 tins of 3” 
jilaster bandage. 1 tin Elasto 
dressings.
(7) 2 Triangular Bandages. 
DRUGS: (Suggested quantity 
in brackets.)
(a) For headaches, rheumatic 
pains, etc, Paracetemol. Safe 
for duodenals. 1 to 2 tablets as 
required. (25). Aspirin. NOT 
for duodenals. 1 or 2 tablets as 
required. (50).
(b) For severe pain or shock. 
■'Pethidine, ,50 mgm. 2 tablets 
lo be lollovved by another 2 to 4 
hours later. (10) x 2.
(c) For sleeplessness. 
■'Soneryl. 1 or 2 tablets to be 
taken at night (10) x 2.
(d) For Fevers. Antibiotics. 
'.'Ampicillin ‘?Neomycin 
ointment. 5 mgm. per grm. (V2 
oz.) X 2.
le) For eyes. '.'Alliiieid 10 per 
cent eye drops itt t2 oz. bottle 
witli piitelte applicator.
(f) Uonslipation. Senakot 1 to2 
tablets. (25) X 2 Diicolax 
suppositories. Insert 1 in 




fatal. In no circumstances 
should the master put his ship 
in danger to land a seasick 
crew.
TREATMENT: Take 1 tablet 
of Marzine, Dramamine or' 
‘.'Avomine 5 hours before 
putting to sea. Then 1 tablet 
every 4 to 0 hours. Seasick 
crew should be made to stand 
watches and do routine work 
about the ship. They should 
NOT be made to cook until 
they have recovered.
2) WOUNDS
(a) CUTS. Wash with soap and 
water. Apply disinfectant. 
Apply Elastoplast dressing or, 
if bleeding, plain gauze and 
bind firmly with strips of 
elastoplast plaster bandage.
(b) EXTENSIVE GRAZING. 
Apply elastoplast bandage at 
once and leave on from 5 to 7 
days.
(c) SPLINTERS. Clean with 
surgical spirit. Remove with 
mosquito forceps.
NOTE: Bleeding. This is 
almost invariably controlled 
by firm pressure over wound 
with plain gauze pad, as long 
as. you keep pressure long 
enough. If serious arterial 
bleeding occurs see First Aid 
Manual for application of 
tourniquet but don’t do this 
until you have tried local 
pressure first.
Always remove any foreign 
bodies (glass, dirt) with 
surgical forceps before ap­
plying a dressing. Always 
soak instruments in surgical 
spirit before and after use. 
Mild burns and sunburns 
“Tannafax” gel applied 
liberally.
3) BURNS AND SCALDS. 2. 
Severe. Apply Paraffin gauze 
immediately, picking the 
required number of pieces out 
of the tin with surgical for­
ceps. Renew dressing next 
day. If blistered cut round 
base gf blister and remove it 
Re-apply dressing. If burn 
becorries infected (pus) apply 
neomycin ointment. Change 
dressing daily.
4) FRACTURES. Immobilize 
limb or finger, etc. See First 
Aid Manual.
5) EYES. Dust or Grit. Wash 
out eye' with saline (Vb 
teaspdoriful salt to ’ V2 pint 
water (warm)."Always wash 
out eye towards nose.
Foreign Body. Try to remove 
with corner of the han­
dkerchief, always sweeping it 
towards the nose. Do, NOT try 
to remove body firmly em­
bedded in eye. Apply Albucid, 
one drop into lower, lid three 
times a day.
Infections. Apply Albucid 
drops as above.G) FEVERS
(a) Sore throats with high 
temperatures and pain on 
swallowing. Dissolve 2 tablets 
aspirin in V4 tumblerful of hot 
water. Gargle and swallow 
every 4 hours. Give 
Tetracyclene tablets, 1 every 6 
hours for 4 days.
(b) Chest infections with fever 
and shortness of breath. Sit 
patient well up in bunk. Give 
Tetracyclene 1 every 6 hours 
for 4 days. Simple linctus for 
cough. If pain and shortness of 
l)reath are present pneumonia 
is possible. Seek advice as 
soon as possible.
(e) Septic finger. Apply hot 
boracic lint fomentations. 
Give Tetracyclene 1 tablet 
every (i hours for 3 to 4 days. 
7) G A S '1' R O -1N T E S 1’ IN A L 
DISORDERS
(a) ’Gippy'rummy' Diarrhoea 
and vomiting. Pain is colicy in 
type. Kaopectate one 
tablespoon 3 times a day. OR 
Entero-vioform, 2 tablets 
three times a day. Do not give 
patient anything to oat or 
drink except water and 
idbumen water (white of an
egg to a pint of warm water 
with sugar added).
(b) The Acute Abdomen. 
Severe pain, more or less 
continuous, with usually one 
attack of vomiting. The ab­
domen is tender to the touch. 
This is a surgical emergency 
and the nearest port must be 
reached AS SOON AS 
POSSIBLE. If more than 8 
hours away from land and the 
patient is getting worse the 
master must consider ob­
taining help from a steamer if 
there is a doctor on board and 
if the weather permits it. In 
the meantime make the 
patient as comfortable as 
possible, sitting him propped 
up in bed, not giving him 
anything by mouth except 1 
tablet of Tetracyclene every 6 
hours and a little water.
8 ) ARTIFICIAL 
RESPIRATION. The only 
method to consider is the 
mouth to mouth method. If the 
patient has been immersed in 
sea water hold him up by the 
legs to run the water out of his 
lungs. Clear the mouth of 
mucous with a handkerchief. 
Put a hard pad under his 
shoulders so that the head can 
fall back fully extended. Start 
breathing into his mouth 
slowly about 12 to 16 times per 
minute. HOLD ROTH HIS 
NOSTRILS WHEN 
BREATHING INTO HIS 
MOUTH.
NOTE: In short coastwise 
cruising some of the items, for 
instance, antibiotics, may be 
omitted. Common sense will 
dictate what can be left out. 
PART II FOR OCEAN 
VOYAGERS 
PART I PLUS:
EQUIPMENT: Add 1 scalpel 
with pointed blade suitable for 
lancing abcess. Minor sutures. 
Needle and nylon thread in 
sterilised foil container. 50 
pieces Nonad Tulle instead of 
10.
DISINFECTANTS and 
DRESSINGS: Double the 
quantity recommended in 
Part 1.
DRUGS: DOUBLE THE 
QUANTITY OF DRUGS TO 
BE TAKEN ABOARD AS IN 
[PART I.
"AdD;' "
(a) Chlortripolon.? 4 mgm. 
tablets (antihistamine). For 
bites: snake, scorpion, etc.. 
Give one tablet 4 times a day 
(25), in severe cases, then 3 
times a day for 3 days.
(b) Paludrin? tablets for 
malaria (S. America and 
Central America in summer, 
etc.) Take one tablet each day 
and continue for 1 month after 
being exposed to infection. 
(100)
(c) Cicatrin? Antibiotic 
powder for use in infected 
wounds where powder is 
easier to apply than neomycin 
ointment. Dress wound once a 
day. (15 gms.)
(d) llydroderin ointment, 1 
per cent for severe cases of 
sunburn. Lay gently on af­
fected area. (15 gms.)
(e) Vitamin tablets if more
N THE HEART OF DOWNTOWN VANCOUVER
THE MAYFAIR HOTEL
provides spacious new 
acconiiuodation will) fully 
e(|idppc(l kiU'liens, cable 
1’\', plionc, free parking 
aud view balconies. All Ibis 
for $IK.I)0 single and $l.<l() 
per addilional gnesi wilb 
('(unpliinenlary eoffei' and 
tea service for your added 
en.loyinenl. On your next 
\'isil to Vaneonver slay 
downtown at lln> Mayfair 
Hotel located at Hornby 
.ainl R(d)son .Streets.
For rc.tarvnfdona, wrilo to :
THE MAYFAIR HOTEL
MS Hornby II., Vancouvor L B.C. or Phona aroa S04.it7.s7sL
T|... -
than a month at sea (with care 
fruit can usually be taken to 
last a month.) DAYAMIN 
tablets 1 every other day. (50) 
MEDICAL EMERGENCIES 
AT SEA. As in PART I Plus: 
permanganate
’’FOOT ROT” Bathe with 
Potassium permangante 
solution, (or sea water!!) 
WOUNDS. Coral cuts. Strap a 
much larger area than the cut 
itself with elastoplast ban­
dage. Keep on for 10 days. 
This should be done as soon as 
possible. Bathing need not be 
interrupted.
If a wound is deep and long 
the master may have to 
consider stitching it. Apply 
acriflavine after washing 
wound and surrounding skin. 
Break glass ampoule of Minor 
sutures. Hold needle in 
mosquito forceps. Insert 
needle quickly and deeply to 
include tissues immediately 
under the skin bringing the 
needle out on the other side of 
the wound. Release the for­
ceps and grip the needle 
where it is pointing through 
the skin and pull it out. The 
edges of the wound should be 
held by surgical forceps to 
steady the passage of the 
needle. In typing the nylon 
thread, take care that the 
edges of the skin do not fold in 
against each other. Put an 
extra turn in the first half 
hitch of your reef knot. Nylon 
thread is slippery stuff. 
APPENDICITIS 
This is the most common 
emergency you may have to 
meet on a long voyage. Stmp- 
toms - pain, not always 
severe, in the MIDDLE OF 
THE STOMACH. Slight 
temperature, a single instance 
of vomiting, but not always. 
SIGNS: Furred tongue, tender 
to the touch below and to the 
right of the umbelicus. 
TREATMENT: SIT PROP­
PED UP IN BUNK. Give 
nothing but water and not 
much of that Give Arnpicillen 
1 every 6 hours for 4 days. DO , 
NOT GIVE APERIENT. 
When pain has gone and if 
bowels are not opened, give 
Ducolax suppository.
In an adult you rhay have 
every hope that the patient 
will recover but with a child 
there is much more danger. In 
fact, if I were sailing round the 
world with a child of under 12 I 
would seriously consider 
having its appendix removed 
before starting.
An appendix is always a 
serious condition and if you 
were fortunate enough to meet 
with a ship you should consult 
her doctor if this is possible.
CANOE CLAISJ7
The Victoria YM-YWCA is 
offering a special canoeing 
class on Monday and Friday 
evenings from 7:.30 - 9:30 p.m. 
Classes will operate from 
June 9 to July 4, The.course is 
designed to teach aspects of 
lake canoeing that will enable 
persons who have bought, or 








YOU'LL LIKE THE TOTAL BETTER
FREE 2 FOR 1 TBCKETS
FOR SIDNEY NIGHT





















OPEN TO 9 P.M. FRIDAY
2436 BEACON AVE. 
656-5733
CASHWAY LUMBER
WHERE CASH BUYERS GET A CASH PRICE.
sI
Patio Time Is Here And We Have The Material
You Need. PATIO BLOCKS
See the new Traperzion Patio blocks in Grey or Full Colour. 
Instruction Sbeet available giving complete details on how 
1° layout your natio with these new blocks.,
Fi'dl Section .75 ea.
% Section .65 ea.
V2 Section .50 ea.










These blocks are in a variety of patterns and can be seen on 'pj, 
display in onr store & yard. 13-®!%,,
Come in and see tliis wide variety of l)locks and slal)s for 
building patios. You’ll get some good ideas.
CEDAR
Rough and Dressed
All our cedar is eonstnietion grades. When ills used lo build a 
fence you will find it will lie mucli superior to some of tlie 
fencing grades.
Come in Hie yard and see it laid out in different lengths and 
widths — Casbway prices
ROUGH CEDAR
1x12 — 3()e ft. ft.
2x4 — 17c f(. 3x10 — lie ft.
2x6 — ‘26c ft. 2x12 — title ft.
3Ke ft. Vaxtl Rasket weave feneing 9c liii.
ft.
1x6 — 12c U.
1x8 — Hie ft.
1x10 — 22e ft.
1x1 Rough Cedar
2x4 Cedar - SIS - I2e ft. Excellent material for building 
sheds and remodelling job. All lengtiis in stock.
1x8 Pine Dressed 
goiHl fence boards - 13e ft 
1x1 Pine - Dressed in k’ 10’ 12’ 14’ III’
excellent for picket fence - 5e ft. ixu - fic ft,
2x2 - lOi:
2x11 Cedar S4S - 15e ft.
Building A Garden Shed?
Use some of our cedar 2x4 at 12c It. 2x4x6’ Fir 



















12” X 8’ - 1
$179 1





only 79p«‘|' h(i. ft.
PRE HUNG DOORS 1






Conei’otc Mix J.orribigj 
Mortar Mix 1.9.5 »'»« | 
Topping Mix 1.95 Rag [
IMtsliurg Interior iV l-'.xterior 







Sei* Ibese before yon buy
OLYMPIC STAIN
THE IDEAL FINISH FOR 
CEDAR SIDING,
WIpE RANGE OF COLOURS.
ONLY *12^GAL.
PARTICLE BOARD
we huve a large seleetloii of 
this low prieed versitile board. 
And our priees ure lOXTRA 
LOW Compare these
Regular Grade Sliopedge Red Hot Prices
% - 3.19 ' Hk - 3.49 7 / 16 - 3.’.19
'/a ■ 3.59 '/a ■ 3.99 9/16 3.79
Th - 3.99 •Vm - 3.’,19 11/16-4.50
- 5.59
These sheel.s iire an excellent sulislilute for 
plywood in ina'ny cases.
FREE TWO FOR ONE TICKETS FOR SIDNEY NITE AT WESTERN SPEEDWAY
JUNE 14th.
Green Phislii (Liiden Dose 
5(1’ X 7 / 16 3.99 ea.
Good (luiilily llumlioo Rakes 
2.65 ea.
I gal. Plastie Watering Can 
1,99 ea.
CASHWAY LUMBER
9764 FIFTH ST. SIDNEY 666-1125
DELIVERY ANYWHERE AT REA.SONARLE RATES.
mmmmSmmmmmmmm
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After more than twenty 
years as an employee of the 
Town of Sidney, Sandy 
Coward has retired to do a 
little travelling.
At a celebration to mark his 
retirement held last week, 
council and staff members 
presented Mr. Coward and his 
wife J,oanna with a set of 
luggage.
They plan a trip to Europe 
later this year, and are 
presently in Bella Coola, 
where Mrs. Coward was born.
Mr. Coward’s retirement 
came during the lockout 
period, delaying the 
celebration until last week, 
reported Peggy Lannon, a 
fellow town employee.
Mr. Coward began his 
career in 1953 as the only 
employee in the public works 
department. Later, when the 
department was larger, he 
was made foreman of public 
works. His most recent 
assignment with the town was 
maintenance of the municipal 
hall.
Horse Show Held 
At Sunset Riding Club
SMALL CROWD gathered Friday afternoon when 
this Alfa Romeo convertible caught fire at the 
corner of Third Street and Beacon. Damage was 
limited to the engine compartment.
A B.C. Festival of Sports 
Horse Show was held at the 
Sunset Riding Club, West 
Saanich Rd., on Sunday, June 
1.
Judge was Mrs. Fran Joyce 
of Cobble Hill, Trail Horse 
Judge, Mr. Doug Sanford, 
Victoria and Show Chairman, 
Miss Alison Robb. The Flag 
Bearing Opening Ceremony 
was attended by Major-
The June business meeting 
of the Sidney No. 25 O.A.P.O. 
was well attended by some 
seventy members and one 
visitor. Jack Rogers was back 
in the chair after missing the
SIDNEY O.A.P.O.
May meeting because he was 
recuperating from surgery.
A report on the results of the 
Island Regional Council 
meeting held in Duncan was 
given by Mary Briggs. Mary
FULFORD HARB0R“ TIDES
Wed. 11 0440 10.2 1235 .5 2055 11.0
Thurs. 12 0150 9.0 0530 9.8 1325 .7 2125 11.1
Fri. 13 0245 8.5 0630 9.2 1400 1.3 2200 11.1
Sat. 14 0400 7.7 0740 8.5 1445 2.2 2235 11.2
Sun. 15 0505 6.7 0910 7.8 1530 3.4 2310 11.2
Mon. 16 0605 5.6 1050 7.4 1620 4.7 2330 11.1
Tues. 17 0645 ,4.5 1255 7.6 1720 6.1 0010 11.0
Wed. 18 0740 3.4 1500 8.3 1840 7.3 0055 10.9
\WEATHER
Supplied by the Atmoshperic 
Environment Service for the week 
ending June 8.
Maximum Temp. (June 2) 20C




The following is the
meterological for the week ending 
June 8 furnished by the Research 
station, Sidney.
Maximum Temp. ?June 2&S) 18.9C 
Minimum Temp. (June 7) 6.11C





Charlesworth reported on the 
success of the hospital tea held 
last month at the Extended 
Care Unit in Central Saanich. 
Bill Booth transportation 
convenor, announced that 
there will be a bus trip to a 
local point where the mem­
bers can eat a picnic lunch. 
Interested persons should 
contact him. All members are 
welcome. Other trips will be 
arranged for later in the 
season.
A joint picnic in conjunction 
with the Silver Thread Service 
will be held at the' Senior 
Citizens’ Activity Center on 
July 10, with prizes for games, 
inside and out. Inside com­
mittee is Mary Charlesworth, 
Edith Smith and Mrs. -Westin. 
Outside committee is headed 
by Mr. McKee, and Mr. 
Rogers.
Mrs. Ann Spicer gave an 
talk on people she has met 
over the years, entitled: “The 
Different Faces of Dignity”.
There will be no meetings 
during July and August.
General James Tedlie of 
Sidney.
Winners were: Junior Trail 
Horse - “Selak’s Sundance” - 
Karen Whitehouse, Senior 
Trail Horse - “Yellow Jingles”
- Heather Montgomery, 
Equitation Stock Saddle Seat 
(14-18 yrs.) - Elaine Parker - 
“TheHobbit”, Western Riding 
Horse. - “Sir Blizzard’’ - 
Marlene Bradasch, Equitation 
Stock Saddle Seat - (under 14 
yrs.) Lee Woods - “Korbee”, 
Open Western Pleasure Horse 
or Pony - “Sugar” - Dorothy 
Jordan, Combination Class - 
“Sour Sundowner” - Lori 
Hobroyd, Costume Class: - 
Horses - “Shadrick” - Sarah 
Chandler, Pony - “Sea Foam”
- Janie Trickett, “Eenial 
Lara” - Susan Wait, Open 
Working Hunter Under Saddle
- “Burning Bright” - Lynn 
Crawford, Equitation Basic 
Seat (10 - 14) years) - “Kor­
bee” - Lee Woods, Child’s 
Pony - Sea Foam” - Janice 
Trickett, Equitation Basic 
Seat (under 10 yrs.) - “Honda”
- Frances Widdowson,. Open 
English Pleasure, Horses - 
“(JhicaloSun” - Joan Crignan, 
Ponies - “Ashley’s Poco Dot” - 
Shannon Armer, Equitation 
Basic Seat (14 - .18 yrs.) - 
“Sour Sundowner” - Lori 
Halroyd, Pony Working 
Hunter - Tammar’s Michief - 
Joyce Welle, Green Working, 
Hunter - “Sir Blizzard” - 
Marianne Bradasch, and Open 
Working Hunter - “Curiosity” 
- Carolyn Pipes.
A proposal to start a water 
taxi service from the 
waterfront adjacent to the 
easterly end of Bevan Avenue 
met with little enthusiasm in 
Sidney council Monday 
evening.
Solicitor George McKimm, 
acting on behalf of Truman 
Construction Ltd. Water Taxi 
and Fishing Service, applied 
for permission to complete 
construction of a road from 
Bevan east of Eastview to the 
water where the firm would 
moor a boat and erect steps 
down to the beach.
“Our client would propose to 
clear away the undergrowth in 
this area and to apply some 
gravel,” said McKimm. “All 
of the work undertaken would 
be open to any members of the 
public and would not be 
reserved for exclusive use.”
“Mr. Truman’s view,” 
continued McKimm, “Is that 
there is a definite need for this 
type of service in Sidney and 
that he can operate it most 
efficiently from the Bevan 
Avenue location.”
However, Aid. Chris An­
dersen pointed out that a
strong South East wind in this 
area could make the venue 
somewhat hazardous. He also 
said that water taxi services 
were already available at 
local marinas.
"They might be able to 
operate from the town wharf,” 
said Aid. Wilkie Gardner.
However Town Clerk Geoff 
Logan pointed out that in the 
past the town had refused 
commercial ventures on 
public beaches, especially at 
the termination of road ends. 
Accordingly, the request was 
denied.
FOR RENT
Approx. 1000 sq. ft. on 




The final concert of the 1974- 
75 school year will be held by 
the Claremont School music 
department on Wednesday, 
June 11 at 8:00 p.m. in the 
Claremont gym.
The concert will feature the 
Claremont Madrigal Singers 
(Mr. W. Osborne, Director), 
Claremont Stage Band and 
Claremont Concert Band (Mr. 
P. Stigings, Director).
This is a free concert - no 
tickets are required.
Corporation Of The District 
Of Central Saanich
PLANNING FORP
A One Day Public Meeting of )yital im­
portance, in the preparation of; a Com­
munity Plan to guide devclopmy‘nt until
1996. y
Saturday, June 14,1975\
10:00 a.m. - 4:00 p.m. (Free coffee & 
Doughnuts 9:30 a.m.) BRENTVV<)< I
SCHOOL, (Wallace Dr. at Sluggett Ro ) 
Bring a Lunch - Free Coffee supplied.;
Mrs. Fred Rushworth of 7183 Brentwood Drive.has returned 
from an enjoyable holiday in California. After spending a few 
days in Palm Springs she went to San Diego, where she spent a 
month visiting friends.
Mr. and Mrs. D.H. Armour of 6506 Oldfield Road enjoyed a 
week’s holiday with Mrs. Armour’s brother and sister-in-law in 
Summerland. Taking their bikes with them they enjoyed ex­
ploring the lovbly Okanagan country side by bicycle.
Sup. and Mrs. A.S. McNeil have returned to their home at 7100 
Hagan Road from a three weeks’ holiday during which Supt. 
McNeil attended a reunion of R.C.M.P. veterans which was 
hold at Calgary this year in honour of the 100th anniversary of 
the founding of Fort Calgary. They then went east to visit their 
son Campbell in KanaUa, Ontario and to Toronto where they 
attended their niece’s wedding. On their return trip they visited 
their daughter and son-in-law in Cochrane, Alberta and were 
able to make the acquaintance of their six weeks old grandson.
THINKING OF BUYING OR SELLING? 
LET THE CANADA TRUST CO.
HELP WITH THESE NEW IDEAS:
BRIDGE «g
FINANCING B" ■8
Free Interim Loans Based 






OFF MCDONALD PARK ROAD 
FRESH
POULTRY - DAIRY PRODUCTS 
BREAD AND PRODUCE DAILY
R^ltor
At First Mortgage Rates.
NEW 
3 HDUM luuvu- 





2 Hdnii, cn-siiilo. Gvlm’ 2000 square 
Only 1 year old. feet of beautifully 
Full sized bsmt. finished living 
willi 3r(i bedroom area. Fully fenced 
and 11.1. plumbing, large lot. 4 
(!l bedrooms, 31
bathrooms. Den 
with fire place. 
Only 50,900. 
.Swimming Pool 
II el 11 (led,
t IKV) I
.JUNE 12-13-14 and L5th
FRESH:
























MORE IN-STORE SPECIALS 
ND LflUITS
DN PURCHASES WHILE QUANTITIES LAST
OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK 
10 a.m. - 6 p.ni.
PHONE 656-6116
You'll find a wide assortment of light industrial and farm 
niachinery and equipment on our big sales floor-for the 
hobby farmer, the professional farmer and the 
industrial contractor! Drop in for a look and a coffee!
BUTLER
FOR EQUIPMENT, SEE US!
BROTHERS
Farm & Industrial Equipment / Pumps & Irrigation 
'2046 KEATING CROSSROADS, VICTORIA, B.C. 
For service telephone 652-1121
SIDNEY DAYS DA




PLUS "GRAND SUM” 
JUNE 30lh ■ SANSCHA HALL
TICKETS >7“ Couple Available At
2475 BEACON 656-4724
Utility Rock Cornish liens
Boiling fowl whole 
Cut-up Frying Chicken 
Grade “A” Frying Chicken Whole 79c lb. 
Turkey Burger $1.09 lb.
FRESH PRODUCE:
Give Dad something to relax in 
lounger or recliner chair! There 
are styles to Pit any decor 
and to suit any Father. LEATHER-LOOK 
VINYL RECLINER.
ISliAN® FUMMITUIIE MAMTi-m'
656-3724 9842 3rd St. Sidney 656-3032 |
(FREE 2 for 1) Remember Sat. June 14th SIDNEY NITE (FREE 2 furi)'!
Stop In To See Us For Your 2 For 1 Ticket To Western Speedway. Take Dad To The Race On Us.
n.
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FEMIM8UI.A CHOP CONPITIOMS
I ROM THE 
DEPARTMENT OF 
A(iRICULTURE
Cool dry weather continued 
to persist for the remainder of 
May. Frost occurred during 
the early hours of May 24, 
setting a new record low for 
that date. Severe damage to 
frost susceptible vegetables 
and nursery crops was 
reported in frost pockets.
THEE FRUITS 
Cherry set appears to be 
adequate for an average crop 
providing June drop is light. 
Apple and peach set appears 
to be good in spite of the cool 
conditions for pollination. 
After blossom the spraying of 
insecticides has been required 
to control further damage by 
the Bruce Spanworm.
REHRY CROPS 
Blossom development of all 
berry crops is late. 
Strawberries are in full 
bloom, while logans and 
raspberries are in the bud 
stage. Although some 
strawberry fields escaped 
frost damage, others were 
damaged. An overall estimate 
of damage to the first blooms 
has been set at 10 per cent. 
Raspberries in general look 
good, however, some blind 
bud condition and weak 
lateral growth has occurred in 
a few plantings. Leafhopper 
damage has been noted in 
some loganberry plantings. 
Orange tortrix is occurring in 
numbers on both logans and 
raspberries and sprays for 




Permit Values for May, 1975 — $910,306.00 
Permit Values for May, 1974 — 76,500.00 
Permit Values so far this year — $1,029,396.00 
Permit Values so far last year — 886,897.00 
Residential, including 21 houses.
Commercial — May, 1975 — $129,150.00
Frost damage to beans, 
corn, potatoes, and tomatoes 
is wide spread. Overhead 
sprinkling during the frost 
period provided some 
measure of protection in one 
tomato planting. Damage to 
cucurbits, buttercrunch and 
cos lettuce was also noted. 
Harvesting of radishes and 
spinach is well underway with 
bunch onions not expected 
until next week. Early peas 
are now in bloom, however, 
harvesting in volume is not 
expected until June 28.
GREENHOUSE CROPS 
The crop of greenhouse 
tomatoes reached volume 
during the last two weeks of 
May. Quality has been ex­
cellent. The market has been 
somewhat slow but there has 
been no heavy backlog of 
supplies. There are signs of an 









13 14 9 P.M. TO 2 A.M.
BRENTWOOD 
T.O.P.S.
Setting an example for the 
members of B.C. TOPS 980, 
Brentwood, Leader Lea King, 
was named best loser for the 
month of May, with Lucy 
Patterson runner-up. Total 
weight loss by members 
during the month was fifty- 
four pounds. Lucy Patterson 
also won a charm for her 
bracelet for having reached 
her “half-way-to-goal” 
weight. Dorothy Douglas has 
reached her goal and is now a 
KOPS-in-Waiting. Recent best 
weekly losers have been Jean 
Freburg, Carol Ann Freburg 
and Mary ti'owler. Brentwood 
TOPS meet in the Brentwood 
United Church basement 
every Monday at 7:30 p.m., 




Central Saanich budget 
committee approved three 
grants in lieu of taxes Monday 
evening; one each for the 
Brentwood Community Club, 
the North and South Saanich 
Agricultural Society and the 
Loyal Order of Moose.
All have property in the 
district, and all will recieve a 
slightly higher grant than last 
year.
The Agricultural Society 
and the Moose lodge, however, 
will be told that their par­
ticular grants will be up for 
review again in the fall, when 
council will consider whether 
granting them is in the best 
interests of the municipality.
FENDER ISLAND 
TELEPHONIES
B.C. Tt'l says residents of 
the Wallace' Point area on 
North Pender Island will have 
their first telephone service 
next month, following com­
pletion of an underwater cable 
laying project across Bedwell 
Harbour.
The :!5()0 foot submarine 
cable was laid across 
Bedwell Harbour ‘from 
Bedwell Bay to Wallace Point 
from a special cable laying 
ship — Georgia Transporter ~
am! anchored to channel 
bottom by skin divers. B.C. 
Tel crews will begin work 
shortly on the installation of 
transmission equipment 
reciLiired to bring the new 
Wallace Point services into 
operation in July.
The underwater and buried 
cables were installed at a total 
cost of $24,000, part of the 
nearly $500,000 budgeted for 




George Hepworth of 5142 
Fowler Rd., an eminent rose 
grower, hybridizer and judge, 
considers Sidney the best rose­
growing climate in the 
Greater Victoria area — so 
Sidney residents can compare 
their roses with those from 
other districts at the Victoria 
Horticultural Society Show to 
be held in the First United 
Church Hall, 932 Balmoral at 
Quadra, on Friday, June 20 
from 2 p.m. to 10 p.m. and 
Saturday, June 21 from 10 
a.m. to 9 p.m. There will be 
classes for flowers, potted 
plants, fruit, vegetables, 
artistic arrangements and a 
children’s section, as well as 
an Orchid display and in­
formation about our Heritage 
Trees. Members of the society 
will be on duty at the in­
formation booth to give advice 
about many garden problems 
and there will be an auction of 
exhibits at 9:15 p.m. on 
Saturday.
PROCLAMATION
HIRE A STUDENT WEEK
WHEREAS the quest for higher education 
usually entails financial stress for students;
AND WHEREAS it is desirable and necessary 
that students desiring employment are able to 
find gainful employment between school 
terms;
AND WHEREAS it is the responsibility of the 
total Community to encourage and assist 
students seeking employment.
NOW THEREFORE I declare the week of 
June 23rd to June 27th, 1975 as “Hire a Student 
Week” in Central Saanich.
Dated this 5th day 
of June, 1975
























PRICES EFFECTIVE TIIURS., FRI. & SAT
ISLAND VIEW FREEZER LTD.
7005 E. Saanich Rd. 652-2411
New Store Hour.s 8-5 Monday Thru Sat
REAL ESTATE BOARR 
MEETS IN SIDNEY
Members of the Victoria 
Real estate Board met with 
representatives of peninsula 
real estate firms Monday.
Victoria board president 
.Eric Charman addressed the 
luncheon meeting. He com­
plained of the public’s failure 
to discriminate between 
developers and real estate 
agents. He said he sees an 
important role for real estate
CAMPING WEEK 
OPEN HOUSE
The Victoria YM-YWCA is 
offering the chance for area 
residents to find out “all the 
things you wanted to know 
about camping but were 
afraid to ask” during Open 
House Camping Week, June 9 - 
13 at 880 Courtney between 9 
a.m. - 8 p.m.
Residence, wilderness and 
day camp displays, posters, 
brochures, slides, and a 
special information desk will 
be the focus for the up-coming 
camping season starting June 
27.
realtors in working with local 
governments, and being in­
volved with planning. '
In other business at the 
meeting, discussion centred 
around the multiple listing 
service.
In answer to a complaint by 
a local realtor that MLS books 
were being given but to 
prospective buyers rather 
than being kept confidential, 
an official of the Victoria 
board said there had been 
reports of the MLS book, a 
weekly listing of properties 
available, being given or sold 
to moving companies.
FREE 2 FOR 1 TICKETS FOR 
FATHERS DAY TO SEE ROCKIE 









18 n. ISLANDER CRUISER
COMPLETE WITH VOLVO 130/170 INBOARD-OUTBOARD 
CUDDY CABIN. FULL CAMPER TOP 
READY TO GO. SUPER SPECIAL ONLY
$6,60000
THEN THINK CORNISH 
BOOK AND STATIONARY.
WE HAVE GREAT GIFTS FOR DAD:
LOG BOOKS, MARINE CHARTS, RAILROAD
OF VANCOUVER ISLAND, GARDENING
BOOKS, HOW TO CATCH SALMON, HIKING
TRAILS, LOGGING ROAD TRAVEL, AND
MANY OTHER TITLES ON V.l. HISTORY OF
INTEREST.
COME IN FOR YOUR FREE 2 FOR 1 TICKETS TO 
WESTERN SPEEDWAY'S SIDNEY NITE.
SEE SIDNEY’S OWN ROCKIE COLLINS IN ACTION.
CORNISH’S BOOK 
& STATIONERY LTD.
CAR TOPPERS FOR THE 
FISHERMAN.
BOTH 12 & 14 FT.
COAAPLETE WITH MOTOR 
THIS WEEK ONLY
SEE OUR BRAND NEW REPAIR SHOP. 
LICENCED MECHANICS FAST ECONOMICAL 
GUARANTEED WORK.
FREE 2 FOR 1 TICKETS FOR
SIDNEY NIGHT AT WESTERN SPEEDWAY. 

































E.D. SMITH APPLE OR CHERRY








QUICK AS A WINK













Coffee Mate HI OZ.
PALM
Margarine
100 PER CENT PURE 
VEGEI’ABLE OIL
2410 BEACON AVE. 656-2931
Harbour MARINE
SALES & SERVICE LIMITED
656-3955 9752 FOURTH ST. SIDNEY 656-3956
WE DO FREEZER BEEF & PACKS 




2471 BEACON AVENUE 656-1731
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Local Teacher To ‘Improve Rugby Coaching’ In Canada
A Parkland teacher has 
been named to the newly- 
created position of technical 
coaching director of the 
Canadian Rugby Union.
Donald Burgess has 
requested and received a 
leave of absence from his 
physical education teaching 
position at Parkland.
The position with the rugby
union is renewable after one 
year, but Burgess said he 
intends to return to Sidney.
The peninsula school board, 
in granting him a year’s leave 
of absence, said they were 
unable to guarantee him a job 
at Parkland, although they 
would assure him of a position 
at one of the secondary 
schools in the district when he 
returns.
The Canadian Rugby Union 
is the counterpart of »rugby 
unions in most other parts of 
the world, Burgess said in an 
interview Monday.
All positions in the union, 
the regulatory and coor­
dinating body for amateur 
rigby in Canada, are volun­
tary except those of technical 
coaching director and 
executive secretary.
Burgess’ responsibility as 
technical coaching director 
will be to improve the calibre 
of rugby coaching in Canada. 
This will involve travelling 
throughout Canada, 
organizing and conducting 
coaching programmes for 
teachers, club coaches, and 
players interested in coaching 
at the provincial and national 
levels.
School Trustee Part Of Education Review
Three B.C. school trustees, 
including one from the 
peninsula, will participate in a 
comprehensive review of 
Canadian education being 
done by the International 
Organization for Economic 
Cooperation and Development 
(OECD).
The review is a joint project 
of the Council of Ministers of
Education, the Federal 
Government, and the OECD. 
It is the first time that a study 
of this nature has been con­
ducted in Canada.
Participating B.C. trustees 
are Ren^na Hamilton from 
Penticton (representing the 
Executive of the British 
Columbia School Trustees
Association), Rubymay 
Parrott from North Saanich, 
and Bill Richardson from 
Langley. BCSTA Education 
Officer David Rivers will also 
participate.
The trustees, and 
representatives from other 
educational organizations in 
British Columbia and Alberta, 
will meet in Edmonton on
SAM LIM ELECTED S.T.A. PRESIDENT
Saanich Peninsula teachers 
have elected a teacher from 
North Saanich Middle School 
as their president for next 
year.
Sam Lim, a grade seven 
teacher, was elected at the 
association’s annual general 
meeting on Monday.
“Our main aim in the 
coming year will be to im­
prove teacher participation in 
the decision making process,”
Lim said.
“Our district has jut 
carried out a study on this 
question, involving the 
trustees and the superin­
tendent, and some of the 
conclusions we came to will 
make up the main thrust of 
our activities this coming 
year.”
The Peninsula study came 
about as a result of the
BOOK CHAT
BY MARY KIERANS
There is something 
mysterious and compelling 
about old photographs — a 
strange, timeless quality 
about them that always 
fascinates me. So, I was 
delighted to see Rodger 
Touchie’s new book, VAN­
COUVER ISLAND: POR­
TRAIT OF A PAST. The 
photographs from early 
Vancouver Island times are 
extraordinary: from moving, 
somber portraits of North- 
West coast Indian life by 
Curtis, to lively Edwardian 
scenes in Victoria, to 
everyday studies of early 
industry, fishing and logging.
The book does not pretend to 
be a formal history of the 
Island. Indeed, the 
background information is 
often sketchy. But as a vivid 
portrait of the place from 
about 1800 to World War I, 
VANCOUVER ISLAND, 






Sidney Guides and Brownies 
and their leaders marked 60 
years of guiding in the Sidney 
area with ceremonies in Guide 
Scout Hall Saturday.
Sidney Mayor Stan Dear 
dedicated the town’s gift of 
two maples, commemorating 
()0 years the anniversary.
Mrs. Freeman King, 
dressed in an original Com­
missioner’s uniform, per­
formed opening ceremonies.
A plaque presented by Dr. 
Moffoot honouring Canada 
and Gold Cord Guides was 
accepted by Canada Cord 
Guide Susan Field on behalf of 
Juno Moffoot, Mary Elliot and 
Betty Ifo, other holders of tlie 
award in tho district.
Gifts were presented by the 
Mothers’ group to Dr. nnd 
Mrs. Moffoot, ul| tho com­
missioners nnd Mrs, Melville, 
president of the Mothers’ 
group.
^ A blessing by Rev. Robert 
Sansom, followed cn- 
lertainincnt by Brownies and 
Guidos.
Mrs. Garrison, Aroa Guide 
Commissioner, spoke briefly 
nnd cut a specially decorated 
cidco,
Stories and pictures of men 
,like James Douglas, Amor de 
Cosmos and Robert Dunsmuir 
are balanced by those of folk 
heroes like Twelve Foot Davis 
in a series of anecdotal, en­
tertaining episodes. Here is 
the heady excitement of the 
1858 gold rush, when Victoria 
boomed to a population of 
10,000; the adventure of the 
age of sail; and the danger of 
the early mining and logging 
days.
Touchie describes his book 
as “a sampling of people and 
events from Vancouver 
Island’s past, a mixture of 
history, anecdote and 
nostalgia.” Yes... but the 
photographs make it more 
than this.
A young logger dwarfed in a 
huge stand of red cedars; the 
Caloma in distress off Cape 
Beale; a stern, Asiatic-face 
Nootka warrior; racing at the 
Willows in 1902;, and the 
bounty of an Alert Bay 
potlatch: these are only a few 
of the pictures that I returned 
to again and again.
Rodger Touchie’s book is 
one that you will want to linger 
over as I did to try somehow to 
penetrate those serious, intent 
faces and that incredible, lost 
land. Ask for it from the 
Sidney Library now.
minister of education’s 
directive that teachers were to 
play a larger part in decision­
making in education in B.C., 
Lim said.
“We did a study on it, and 
then held a professional day to 
allow all the teachers in the 
district to examine what the 
committee came up with,” he 
continued. “Most of the 
teachers and the board 
members were pretty en­
thusiastic about the whole 
concept. We plan to pursue the 
topic next year.”
When asked about the im­
pact the new Bill 83 might 
have, Lim said he is waiting to 
see whether the bill goes 
through or not. Bill 83 calls for 
changes in the bargaining 
methods between teachrs and 
school boards.
Also elected to positions as 
table officers were Ian 
Cameron as first vice- 
president, Pat Demchuk as 
second vice-president, Terry 
Melville as treasurer, Donna 
Hay as secretary, and Stu 
Kirkpatrick as representative 
to the BCTF.
The teachers also decided to 
adopt a representative 
assembly form of government 
for the coming year, with 
representatives of each school 
in the district meeting to 
exchange information and 
formulate policy.
June 10 and 11 where a team of 
international experts in 
education appointed by OECD 
will conduct an on-site review 
of education in the two 
provinces.
On June 12 and 13 a siihilar 
review will be done with 
representatives from 
Saskatchewan and Manitoba. 
The material resulting from 
these two meetings will form a 
western region report.
A similar exercise is being 
undertaken with three other 
regions in Canada (the 
Atlantic Region, Ontario and 
Quebec). Federal government 
educational activities are also 
being documented.
Ultimately, the regional and 
federal reports will form part 
of the overall comprehensive 
report on Canada.
The various phases of the 
project, including this in 
terview phase, will culminate 
in an international conference 
to be held at OECD’s home 
base in Paris in December. At 
that time the findings will be 
critiqudd and compared by an 
international sounding board 
which will include B.C. par­
ticipation. A full report will be 
published early in 1976.
WALKATHON 
SCHEDULED
Sidney Lions Club will 
sponsor a walk-a-thon at the 
end of June to raise money for 
its community projects.
The walk-a-thon route wil 
be nine miles long through 
Sidney, beginning at Tulista 
Park. A map of the route wil 
be published in the Review 
June 25.
Participants may obtain 
pledge lists at schools or from 
Lions club members. For 
further information, in­
terested persons may call 656- 
6094.
Both paid positions are new 
his year, made possible by 
he reclassilScation of rugby in 
Canada, to a Cliass “A” sport. 
Burgess as coaching director 
will be sponsored by CarUng- 
O’Keefe. -
The uni(^ will be also 
supported by federal govern­
ment' grants, increased this 
year when rugby was re­
classified.
Burgess is an enthusiastic 
supporter of amateur sport, 
and favours rugby par­
ticularly because it is “a
example, there are sporLs 
clubs everywhere, heavily 
government subsidized, that 
cost participants $2 a year to 
join.
“We aren’t in the same ball 
park with some parts of the 
world in amateur sport.”
He said Canadians would 
probably be disappointed with 
Canada’s results in the 
Olympics. “Game Plan ’76 
should have begun in ’56.”
BRENTWOOD BARGAIN 
BARN
Check our prices 
Before you buy or sell anything
_Used Furniture — T.V.’s Appliances.
— Tools — What have you.




Butcher lamb competition; Shearing Demonstration; 
Sheep Dogs working; Fleece for sale; Lamb Bar­
becue.
COWICHAN EXHIBITION GROUNDS 














MUSK FOR MEN - 4 OZ. 
SHAVING LOTION
$550








New Type Flashlight With 92,000 Candle Power
GUARANTEED FOR A YEAR
FREE 21 TICKETS TO
SIDNEY NITE AT WESTERN SPEEDWAY
SIDNEY PHARMACY
656-1168
Standards of coaching and 
amateur sports in general are 
very low in Canada compared 
to other countries, he said.
This is partly because of 
lack of support by govern­
ment, and partly a 
philosophical problem— “We 
are not a nation of par­
ticipants. We’ve got to get 
people off their rear ends and 
away from watching TV”, he 
said.
“The government has got to 
quit paying lip service to 
amateur sport and start 
putting a great deal of money 
into it.”
Burgess commented 
favourably on standards and 
participation levels of 
amateur sport in socialist 
countries.
“Socialist governments are 
not so concerned with a return 
on their investment,” he said. 
“The real return on their 
investment in amateur sport 
is in national vigor.
“In East Germany, for
I JIAA BAILEY
JOINS THE "AMC GOOD GUYSII
CHURCH
Sunday School 10:00 a.m. 
Morning Worship 11:00 a.m.
Reg Midgley is pleased to announce the appointment of Jim Bailey to the “Good Guy” 
sales staff. Jim invites all his Sidney friends to drop in and see the beautiful AMC line of 
cars. Jim and the good guys featuring this month factory fresh 1975 Gremlins from $3088. 
All new ‘AMC’ cars covered by the buyer protection plan.
Evening Praise 7:00 p.m. 
Nursery care is provided
Tues. 7:30 p.m. 
Bible Study and Prayer
Paster: Monty F. Moore 
9923 Fifth St, 
656-3544 - 656-2898 D3785
Reg Midgley
MOTORS LTD.
736 CLOVERDALE AVE. 
385-8756
Due To Increase In Activity
E-X-P-A-N-D-E-D
PROTECTION
for Sidney and the Peninsula
Regular Nitely Patrols With Licenced & 







1. Security checks will he given for signs of 
fire, storm damage, malicious damage, ^ 
vandalism or wrongful entry on the property.
2. A M day holiday service at no extra cost. 
This will include physical checks of property, 
pick up mall, papers, etc.
3. A 21 hrs. Medical Emergency T’ransport 
Care.
•1. Indent Service: All porhihle items of 
property arc marked for ideiilificalion by 
police.
5. Baby silting service: wliieh IncInileK 
cliecking on baby sitter at staggered in­
tervals.
'^^1.










Holiday senrice - Patrol services -1 dent, service for 
all residential & commercial properties.
mhmMI
MH
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In Sidney, B.C., on 
June 4th, 1975, Mrs. Cecelia 
Jim age 88 years. Born in 
Washington, residing at 10417 
West Saanich Road. She 
leaves her sons, Gabriel 
Jacks, Patricia Bay, B.C., 
Norman Williams, Cole Bay, 
B.C., daughter Mrs. Margaret 
Norris, Patricia Bay, B.C., 
and several grandchildren.
Prayers were offered in the 
family residence, 10417 West 
Saanich Road, on Sunday, 
June 8th, 1975, at 8:00 p.m. 
Mass was celebrated in Our 
Lady of the Assumption 
Church, West Saanich Road, 
on Monday, June 9th, 1975, at 
10:00 a.m. Rev. Father 
William Mudge Celebrant.
Interment in Royal Oak 
Burial Park. Arrangements 
by the Sands Funeral Chapel 
of Roses, Sidney, B.C.
BAILEY
In Sideny, B.C., on June 4th, 
1975, Mrs. Margaret Ethel 
Bailey, age 88 years. Born in 
Sidney, B.C., residing at 9360 
Lochside Drive. She leaves 
her brothers, W. Michael, 
Albert and George Lannan, all 
at the family residence; 3 
grandchildren in Sacramento, 
California.
Graveside service was held 
in East Lawn Cemetery, 
Sacreamento, California on 
Monday, June 9th, 1975. 
Arrangments by the Sands 
Funeral Chapel of Roses, 
Sidney, B.C.
PYTHIAN CONVENTION
The 74 th session of the 
Grand Lodge of Knights of 
Pythias and the 60th session of 
the Grand Temple Pythian 
Sisters were held in Trail, 
B.C., May 14, 15, and 16.
Visiting dignitaries were 
Beulah Bauch, Grand Chief; 
Muriel Haynes, Grand Junior; 
Edna Anderson, Past Grand 
Chief; Sarah Baxter, Past 
Grand Chief; Irene Husby, 
Supreme Rep.; Dorothy 
Edwards, Grand Press 
Correspondent — all from the 
State of Washington — 
Supreme Manager Wally 
Johnson of Alberta and Past 
Supreme Chief Nan Behnsen 
of Vancouver.
A wreath was laid at the 
cenotaph in memory of 
departed Brothers and 
Sisters. Two degree staffs 
competed, one each from 
Union Bay and Duncan with 
the Duncan Team emerging 
winner.
Officers elected were: Mrs, 





Keith W. Edwards of Sidney 
was among the 150 new 
pharmacists who received 
diplomas at a College of 
Pharmacists’ Presentation 
Ceremony hold at the 
Hayshore Inn in Vancouver on 
May 29. Mr. P, Nudelman, the 
Chairman of the Washington 
State Baard of Pharmacy 
gave the keynote address to 
the gathering of 400 people.
BUDGIE
RETURNS
As a result of a short item in 
Tlic Review last week, a 
budgie bird owned by Mrs. E. 
Sinitli lias returned to his 
lioino on Third Street.
Mrs, Smitli has claimed 
'UittleBeau' from Leslie Burl, 
llirougli wliose window ho liacl 
flown after a four block fligiil.
the coming year; Mrs. J. 
McGowan, Past Grand Chief 
(Victoria); Mrs. W. McKay, 
Grand Senior (Union Bay); 
Mrs. L. Clarke, Grand Junior 
(Nanaimo); Mrs. I. Morris, 
Grand Manager (Vernon); 
Mrs. M Mendria, Grand 
Secretary (Comox); Mrs. C. 
Clarricoates, Grand 
Treasurer (Kimberley); Mrs. 
M. Wilson, Grand Protector 
(Penticton); Mrs. F. Piper, 
Grand Guard (Salmo); Mrs. 
R. Campbell, Grand Press 
Correspondent (Castlegar); 
Mrs. A. Moore, Chairman 
Grand Trustees (Powell 
River); Mrs. J. Woodward 
Supreme Rep. (Rossland); 
Mrs. H. Glover Supreme Rep. 
(Vernon); Mrs. E. Smith 
Supreme Alt. (Union Bay); 
and Mrs. W. Savage Supreme 
Alt. (Cowichan Station).
The new officers were in­
stalled by Acting Supreme 
Chief Mrs. J. Mills (Kim­
berley), Acting Supreme 
Senior, Mrs. C. Morrison 
(Cranbrook) and Acting 
Supreme Manager Mrs, J. 
Woodward (Rossland).
At a banquet Supreme 
Chancellor George II. 
Thompson of Columbus, Ohio, 
addressed the gathering and 
presented Brother Marv 
Wilson of Penticton with the 
Supreme Chancellor’s Medal 
for his untiring work for the 
order.
Susan Langlois doesn’t look 
like a probation officer.
People are often taken 
aback when their probation 
officer is not the tough-looking 
authoritarian type they ex­
pect, but Sidney-based 
probation officer Langlois 
doesn’t fit the stereotype at 
all.
Although she is not a 
disciplinarian in the con­
ventional sense, she is not 
afraid to be an authority 
figure when the occasion 
demands.
It is her responsibility to 
follow the orders of the courts, 
she said, and that sometimes 
puts her in the position of 
taking a person who has 
violated these orders back to 
court, which may mean a jail 
term.
“I feel it’s important for 
people to face the con­
sequences of their behavior. 
Particularly with young 
people, it does more harm 
than good to say: ‘It’s all right 
this time’ ”.
Most of the 25 persons in her 
charge are offenders referred 
by police and the courts, but 
many are seeing her in order 
to head off trouble before it 
has a chance to happen.
“Once people are in trouble, 
all that’s available are band- 
aid solutions,’’ said Langlois. 
For this reason she spends 
much of her time doing work 
in the community which will 
help to prevent trouble before 
it begins.
The Saanich Peninsula 
Guidance Association, of 
which she is president, 
sponsors a number of 
prevention-oriented pro­
grams.
“So often someone in 
trouble is a symptom of 
trouble in the family. This is 
true of adults as well as 
juveniles; a bad marriage can 
lead to drinking problems, 
impaired driving or shoplifing 
charges,” she said.
The SPGA’s Parents of Pre­
schoolers classes are aimed at 
teaching parents of very
young children skills in 
relating to their children 
before juvenile delinquency 
problems develop.
Marriage counselling 
programs are similarly 
designed to help before a 
marriage crisis occurs.
Although probation officers 
usually see about five men or 
boys for every girl or woman 
in trouble, Langlois’ caseload 
is about evenly divided bet­
ween males and females.
“Within about three months 
of my coming — there hadn’t 
been a female probation of­
ficer in the district before — 
there was a great increase in 
females referred to us.”
Before there was a female 
officer, police were more 
inclined to “send a little girl 
home and slap her wrist”, she 
said.
“Women offenders get more 
chances. For example, if a boy 
is caught shoplifting for the 
first time the store will call the 
police, but if a girl is caught 
they may let her get away 
with it the first few times.
“If you can do a fair amount 
of shoplifting and nothing 
happens, you’re getting 
rewarded,” Langlois said.
“Somehow there’s an 
atitude that girls are made of 
sugar and spice, and society is 
more gentle and maybe less 
realistic in dealing with their 
problems.
“When a woman is con­
victed there are really 
inadequate resources — she is 
usually sent to either Oakalla 
in Vancouver or Kingston 
Penitentiary, while men have 
the opportunity to take part in 
more progressive programs 
such as the Outward Bound 
outdoor program.”
We need more resources for 
girls in the community as 
well, she said, particularly 
recreation.
One reason girls don’t get 
the help they need is that the 
things girls tend to get in­
volved with are self­




Saturday, June 14 
10 a.m. to 4 p.m.
Silver^ china, antique lamps, sailing 
dinghy, HO guage train, girVs bicycle, 
cooking utensils, recliner chair, 
antique copper pail, 19th century 
shotgun, comic books, knickknacks, 
geegaws, motorcycle helmet, toys, 
linens, junque, stuff and other items 
too numerous to mention.
2562 BEAUFORT ROAD, SIDNEY








All other Irnnsnollons by 
nppointmont nt n time 
«uilable to you,
Phone 656-5311
FREE FATHER'S DAY 2 FOR 1 
PASSES AT FLINT MOTORS.
ENJOY SIDNEY'S ROCKIE COLLINS AT 
THE TRACK JUNE Uth.
IJH ']Hi' T 'U ' ‘ ' t Ia V ' 1flreBOP
lljr . -j ;i .'Vf?'
'll '
THE FATHER OF FLINT MOTORS, TOM FLINT.
aiNT MOTORS LTD.
drugs, promiscuity, and 
drinking, she said.
“What people don’t realize 
is the social impact when 
these girls make early 
disastrous marriages, and 
have children too soon. Older 
women in trouble have an 
effect on their families as well 
as themselves.”
•Langlois came to the 
provincial corrections service 
from work in federal 
penitentiaries.
She has worked only part- 
time for tlie past four years, 
since her son was born. She 
described herself as a more 
permissive parent than most.
“My own child gets a lot of 
creative neglect, so he’ll learn 
to be independent.
“If he can learn to make 
good decisions at age four.
he’ll make good decisions 
when he’s fourteen.”
The Sidiu'v and North Saanich Historical Society an­
nounce with regret that as of May 2!(th, 1!)7.5 it is no 
longer in charge of the Sidney Musenin, but will con­
tinue to he active in Historical affairs.
IMace, date and time of Meetings of the Historical 





pleased to announce that we still give the best possible 
Service to the Residents of Sidney and fully intend to 
continue to do so.
Try us for Ferry - Airport - Shopping ■ Delivery 




HERE IS HOW. FILL APPLICATION BELOW, 
MAIL TO 2460 BEA.C0N AVE. SIDNEY.
B ra na bb na sa esa sbs bs tss aa m gs eb n bb b bb bi bb be hb
NEW CH RENEWAL [[] DATE
PRINT IN BLOCK LETTERS
RECEIVED FROM





PREVIOUS ADDRESS (if moved since last application)
League Membership (4 years) 
Life Membership 
Family Membership 
(under 19 years if 
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INSERTED BY THE SAANICH & ISUND S.C. EXECUTIVE
FOR REAL ESTATE SERVICE 
CALL ANY ONE OF THE FOLLOWING 
SIDNEY REALTORS:
Capital Region Agencies Ltd, 
Gordon Hulme Ltd.













1. Prompt and Efficient Service
2. Full coverage under the 
Multiple Listing Service
3. Local Knowledge 
Second to None
WE ALL SUBSCRIBE TO THE HIGH ETHICAL STANDARDS 
SET OUT BY THE VICTORIA REAL ESTATE BOARD.
BEACON AT FIFTH 656-1922
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VOYAGEUR, PAT BAY HIGH­
WAY, two experienced waiter- 
waitresses wanted. Apply in 
person to manager, Maegaard. 24- 
1






Do your own thing. Minifarm. 
This 1 ac. of good farmland. 
Close to School, on water- 
mains. $27,900.
VACANT POSSESSION! 
Lovely 2 bedroom basement 
home on James White. Autom. 
hot water heat. Close to 
shopping and schools. Asking 
$49,500.
liLAL LStA-rti (0.1-.) UU.
9 12 Douglas St. 
610 Island Highwoy
WANTED, PERSON TO DO 
HOUSEWORK FOUR HOURS per 
week, Keating area. Apply Box N, 
Sidney Review. 24-3
(Est. 1912)





Large dining living area, U/e 
baths, w.w. carpet, stove, 
fridge, drapes included. 
Private fenced yard & storage 





WANTED in a busy Sidney Salon. 
Only those neat and willing to work 
and learn need apply. Phone 656- 
2233. 24-1
ANTIQUES .
Brass beds, roll top desks, 
sideboards, dining room suites, 
chairs, hall stands, oil lamps, pine 
furniture, paintings, clocks. Good 
selection of Brass and china 
pieces; Also new and used fur­
niture. Chesterfields, dining roorn 
suites, recliners, beds (single and 
double) coloured T.V.'s, stereos, 
radios, tools, etc. etc. etc.
Auction Gallery Warehouse 
9732 First St; Sidney, B.C. 
656-6063
PART-TIME EXPERIENCED 
RECEPTIONIST REQUIRED for 
Sidney professional office. Apply 
Box M, Sidney Review. 24-1
SANITARY GARBAGE SER­
VICE. Sidney Clean-up. Ray 






BEACON AT 1st STREET
PRICES EFFECTIVE 
TIIURS. FRI. SAT.
We reserve the right to 
limit quantities
STORE HOURS 
Mdiiday to Saturday 
8:30 to
8:30 a.m. to(>;00 p.m, 
'riday 8:30 a.m. to9:00 p.m.
BARON OF BEEF
BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES 
PETSHOP This is a thriving 
business with excellent 
returns. Make your hobby pay 
you an income.
WOOD WORKING SHOP 
75x130 ft. lot on Resthaven 
Drive complete with solid 
32x60 ft. building. Enough 
room to build a residence. 
What is your offer? Asking 
$38,000.






A most charming 1500 sq. ft. 
no-step two bedroom home in 
a lovely setting of .63 ac. on 
Alec Road just off West 
Saanich Road. Living and 
Dining Rooms are large as is 
the Kitchen. Ideal for en­
tertaining, Easy care garden 
and beautiful trees. $74,500.
LANDSEND ROAD 
A beautifully treed 2 acre 
property just west of Pat Bay 
Highway with 600 ft. of road 
frontage. Water connection 
available.
384-8124 John Bell 477-2562 
384-8124 Joe Heald 656-2806
LUXURY 2 BEDROOM 
CONDOMINIUM 
Almost new — spacious corner 
suite, IVz baths. Private 
sundeck near trees. Stove, 
fridge, dishwasher & drapes. 
Sauna, whirlpool lobby room, 
billiard room. $42,500 











For approximately 10 weeks to 
update information in the Greater 
Victoria Directory, which includes 
Belmont Park, Colwood, 
Espuimalt, Glen Lake, Langford, 
Metchosin, Oak Bay, Saanich, 




NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARY I ^y3T (ylE
Work in your own area at your 
convenience. We are looking for 40 
hour week employees. However, 
we will consider people who will 
devote no less than 25 hours per 
week. Otherwise do not apply.
















All these are to be considered 
today. Have Inflation and 
Taxes put you in a position for 
exchanging your lot for a 
Home or other Investments? 
We have CASH BUYERS for 
lots; also two new houses that 
the builder will take your lot in 
trade on.
Call Joe Blodgett, 6,56-5653 
J.l). BOSDETLTD.
No. 120-727 Johnson St. 
Victoria, B.C. 386-3128
Guaranteed hourly rate, plus 
successful bonus incentive..Apply 
in own handwriting stating age, 
address & telephone number to 
B.C. DIRECTORIES, BOX K this 
newspaper. 23-3
FIRE EXTINGUISHERS: SMALL 
COMPACT DRY CHEMICAL 
UNIT, ideal for car, camper, boat, 
etc. Rated 2 BC. $9.00; Larger dry 
chemical unit, suitable for home 
use, rated 5 . BC, $19.30; 
manufactured by internationally 




Now hiring in Sidney and Central 
Saanich area. Phone 383-1185. 24-3
Work Wanted
9 YEAR OLD GELDING 14.2
I hands Welsh Tennesse breeding, 
very versatile, $500.00 or near 
offer. Family pet outgrown owner. 
To good home only. Brown 652- 
2239. View from Monday June 9th.
23-2
SHERRY LEE GIMBEL, daughter of Mr. and 
Mrs. Vernon Gimbel, , 10465 Resthaven Drive, 
Sidney, will be one of some 260 students par­
ticipating in the 80th annual commencement 
exercises June 6 to 8, at Walla Walla College, 
College Place, Washington. Miss Giinbel will 
receive a bachelor of arts degree in home 
economics. Following commencement she will 
teach home economics, history and english for 
grades 7 through 10 in a school in Calgary. Walla 
Walla College is one of 11 Seventh-day Adventist 
colleges and universities in North America.





1/2 acre seaview lot 
overlooking Stuart Channel. 
Piped water. Has been perc. 
tested. $12,500.00
EAST SAANICH RD.
Over 1200 sq. ft., 2 or 3 
bedroomi home in North 
Saanich. Lot .7 acre. Detached 
carport, heated workshop, and 
greenhouse. 55,900.00 MLS 
WATERFRONT 
This modern executive home 
in Sidney offers you gracious 
living. 1900 sq. ft. of no-step 
living area, 2-3 bedrooms 
(master 3-pce ensuite) 
vaulted ceiling in LR & DR, 
easy-care landscaping, 
tremendous views of sea and 
islands, many other features, 
CLAYTON ROAD 
2.09 acres of treed seclusion 
Asking $30,000.00. MLS 
MAPLE BAY 
A very nice seaview home 
with over 2000 sq. ft. of living 
area. 3 bedrooms, 2V2 baths, 2 
fireplaces, and many other 
features. $75,000.00.
MORTGAGE FUNDS 
Limited amount of private 




VICTORIA REALTY LTD. 






Rototilling - Big or small jobs. Call 
anytime, 656-3689. 13-tf
WORK WANTED Tree falling, 
cement work, landscaping by hour 
or contract. Free estimates. Call 
384-9737. 33-tf'
Three bedrooms, 4 pc. bath up 
L.R. dining area, kitchen and 
laundry area with 1 pee bath 
on the main. To be stuccoed at 
Vendors expense — presently 
being redecorated. To view 
call Neva Perinie 386-3585. 
Immaculate 
IMMACULATE 
Is this two room bungalow 
with separate dining room and 
living room that is 18ft. x 11.6 
ft. The kitchen has eating and 
the shed has heavy duty 
wiring. Close to all amenities 
and the asking, $39,900. To 






In an expanding area of North 
Saanich. Would be ideal for 
young couple or retired 
couple, as there is one 
bedroom, comfortable living 
accommodation attached, to 
store area. Reasonably priced 





TREES. Landscaping. Free 
estimates. 388-5822. 30-tf
MOUNT VIEW TREE SERVICE, 
big or small, we do them all. Fully 
insured and licensed; selective lot 








P r o p a n e Ref illing 
Profiled Aluminum
DUTCH GARDENER available 
for Sidney-Brentwood area. Good 
workmanship at reasonable 
prices. Have good crew for larger 
jobs. Call: 656-5027. 10-tf
REPAIRS








We are pleased to offer this 
delightful .4 acre property . 
The abundant garden will 
satisfy even the keen gardner. 
The spotless residence con­
tains 2 bedrooms, full 
basement, attractive dining 
room with fireplace and 
generous kitchen. Additional 




3 bedroom custom home now 
under construction situated on 
% of an acre in North 
Saanich. Many extras to be 
built into this home. Quality 
and value in asking price of 
$77,900. For further in­
formation please call: 
656-3924 652-:i6:i4
WELLS HOOKER
WILL TRADE APPROX .4 ACRE
lot in quality subdivision within 
commuting distancoof Edmonton • 
value lo $15,000, (or property of 
similar value on Southern Van­
couver Island. Reply to P.O. Box
55, Edmonton, Alla. 16-tf
AFC CONTRACTORS
AFC CONTRACTORS
Painting, linos, and carpet in­
stallation. 656-1016or 383-6832. 24-tf
CENTRAL SAANICH Tractor 
Service Ltd., rotovating 
cultivating, post holes, plowing 
and complete haying service. 652- 
3306.
FIREPLACE WOOD, CEDAR 
POSTS,all hardwoods, split. $35.00 
per cord, $20.00 half cord. 
Delivered. Phone656-4213. 22-tf
FULLER BRUSH SALES 
Opportunity to increase your 
income in your spare time 
selling reputable household 
products. NORMAN HULL - 
MANAGER
656-4938. 15-tf
Young people looking for an 
'exciting and rewarding 
summer experience should 
investigate the Counsellor-in- 
Training program being of­
fered by the Victoria YM 
YWCA. The program provides 
a high quality outdoors ad­
venture for 14, 15 and 16-year 
olds as well as developing the 
personal and camping skills of 
young people interested in 
future outdoor recreation 
leadership roles.
Girls’ camp operates from 
July 2 to 27 and boys’ camp 
from July 29 to August 23. Fee 
for the camp is $180 per SVz 
week session.
“Hiking and canoeing in 
some of the most beautiful 
areas of the world are yours 
for the first 2V2 weeks. And 
one week of working with 
young people under skilled 
supervision completes the 
program” states Camp 
Director John Durkin. 
“Swimming, handicrafts,
nature lore and a group ex­
perience not soon forgotten 
are important features. Staff 
have been especially chosen 
for their maturity, outdoor 
education skills and ability to 
function in a group, and each 
session is limited to eight 
participants.”
“Counsellor training is an 
essential feature of operating 
a successful camp. Much 
thought and effort are given to 
the Counsellor-in-Training 
program”, he said.
More information may be 
obtained from the Victoria 





dary, School construction 
classes have built two homes 
this year, one each semester.
The homes are of ap­
proximately 1,100 sq. feet, and 
of 46 ft. by 24 ft, dimensions.
student interested in
houseclenning, after school and 
week-ends. Phone 656-4269. 24-1
BRUNO von Schuckmann. Garden 
service. Pruning. Phone 656-1990.
38-If G^hiitigtEyen^i Personals
1973,, 22 FT. K a C THER­
MOGLASS, 215 H.P. Waukashaw 
inboard • outboard, Volvo 270 







2280 llARROUR RD. SIDNEY
BINGO EVERY MONDAY night, 
Sanscha Hall, Doors 7 ■ Gmes 7:45. 






Ready to move in, beautiful 
one Bdrm,, very well fur 
nished from cutlery to 
coloured T.V, Located on 
waterfront in North Saanich, 
Well managed Bldg, with 
Sauna, game.s room, parking 
and marina facilities. A 
bargain at $32,000. Full details 






liocated hero in Sidney on a 
quiet eul-de-sae. 2 bedrooms 
witli large living room and 
fireplace, new kitchen, dining 
nrea, utility room. Attached 
garage. Lot size averages 
60x210’. Lovely seaview from 
rear of house and also easy 
access to beach. Ml-iS 12474. 
$54,000.
IN UCLUELET AT 371 Marino Dr. 
3 yr, old 2 bdrm. Pan-Abocto on 
soml-wnlorfroni, oconn view, lot 
100 ft X 200 ft. Low 40's, Snlo or 
trade (or small homo with garclon 
etc, In Sidney, M. Wloht, Box 368, 
Ucluolot, B.C, Phono; 726-4463, 20-6
SIDNEY AND NORTH SAANICH 
HISTORICAL Society regular 
mooting, Juno 19, 7:30 p.m. 
Margaret Vaughan -- Birch Hall. 
Public welcome at 8 lOOp.m. 24-1
MINI
2638.
WANTED,25 CEDAR LOGS,1ft, x 
10 ft, ■ 16 ft, also experienced man 
to install 'em, J, Rohror, Fulford 
Harbour, B.C. 24-1
SIDNEY ECKANKA,R CENTRE,
9700 Fourth St. Book sales, free' 
literature • Salsang classes. Open 
hours Tuesday 12 ■ 4 p.m., Thur­
sday 12 - 4 p.m. and 7:30 • 9:00 p.m, 
Saturday 2-4 P.M, 22-tt
McAALLISTER-SCOTT-
Mr^a^nd^Mrs. Gordon McAllister ot 
8720 East Saanich Rd., 
take pleasure
forthcoming marriage of their only 
daughter, Carol Ann, to Mr. FrXlck Alfred Scott-Polson, son 
Of Mr. and Mrs. S'^nloy Sco L 
Poison, 9645 West Saanich Rd Tho 
wedding will take place Saturday, 
July 5th at 1:30 In Church by the 
Lake, Victoria. H.R- P"<e of­
ficiating.
FOR SALE BY OWNER, com- 
pleloly renovnlecl 2 Bdrm, house 
with partial basement, In Sidney, 








One yr, old, 2 level, liriek and 
sineeo, 3 Ixlnn. heme in 
Sanniehlon near Turgoose 
Point. Home features in line 
living-dining room, Spanish 
style fireplace, niasler on- 
suite, lirigltl roomy kitchen 
wil-li eating area, 2Vz baths; 
groat I'aniily home on (|ulet 
cul-de-sac. Mortgage can be 
assumed, owner will carry 
Hoeond at K) pci' cent, l-'or 










YOUNG COUPLE REQUIRES 3 
bedroom liomo In good aroa with 
full basomonl. Cash up to $50,000. 
Please call - Ole Knudsen, 598-2461, 
Island Padlflc Realty. 20-t(
Sparlings
WILL TRADE APPROX. 4
aero lot In quality suhrllvislon 
within commulinu dist.iiice nl 
Eclmonlon value to $l,'),oon. 
lor property of similar viilue on 
Southern Vancouver Island, 
Reply 10 P.O. Box 5.5, Ed- 
monlon.Alla. h
REAL ESTATE & 
INSURANCE
9 YEAR OLD GELDING 14.2
hands Welch Tonnossoo brooding, 
very versatile $500,00 or near offer. 
Family pot outgrown owner. To 
good homo only. Brown 652-2239.
241
WANTED TO BUY 16 ■ 17ft. canoo. 
Phono Maryhelen, 656-1151 days, 
384-5590 evenings,
DO YOU AND YOUR SPOUSE 
HAVE A WILL?
NORFOLK TRUST 




BOY'SSSPEED RALEIGH DIKE, 
$50,00. Good condition. Phono 656- 
3420. 24-1
WANTED RIDE TO BASTION 
SQUARE Monday to Friday, 
1 Arrive 9;00 a.m, leave 5,’.00 p.m, 
McTavish Rd, and Highway. 
Phono 656-6004, 24-1
LOST, DOWLING TROPHY from 
Sanscha Hall, Finder please phono 
656-1917 Reward, 24-1
SMALL CHINA CABINET With 
two gl.asssliding doors, grooved to 
display dishes, $40,00, Phono 656- 
2110. 24.1
SIDNEY AUCTION AND 
SECOND HAND SALES. Wo buy 
on consignment. 9770 Fifth St; 
Sidney, 656-2333, lO-K
LOST, PEUGEOT 10 SPEED, 





EMH.Y JEAN JOHN, 
DECEASED




FREE, FOR REMOVAL, TWO 
SHEDS, In part or whole. For 
Inlormallon call John Colwell, 
days 311.1-8124nighi .592 98211. 24-1
Cfiming! Eveiits
LIGHT FIXTURES, NEW: 
post top garden light; two 






raspberry orders taken now. 
Orders or pick your own, No 
children allowed, 652 1534, 24-4
LOWER VANCOUVER ISLAND 
GOAT BREEDERS AND THE 
Saanich 4-H Goal Club Annual Kid 
and Yearling Goat Show, 
Saanichton Fair Grounds, Sunday, 
Juno 15, 10:00 a.m., commencing 
with the 4-H Showmanship, 24-1
FOUND, SMALL, BLACK, MALE 
DOG. Approx, 3 mons., found on 
Lochside Dr. Sidney, 656-5194 or 
656-4506, 24-1
BOY'S GOLDEN HAWK 
BICYCLE, as new, $30,00; 
Brunswick Fireball, 15 lb, lady's 
Imwling ball and while lonthor 
case, as new, $25,00; 2 pairs Selks 
roller skates, $5,00 pr; Guitar, 
Gorman mako, as now, $30,00; 
ctiiurs swimming pool, 8 ft. wido, 
20 In, deep $15,00. Popcorn pillows, 
new at cost, $9,00 pair; Four year 
old Biidnie, male, cage anti 
chrome stand. $1'2,00, 656 2524, 24-1
BY SPECIAL INVITATION 
FAMILY ENTERTAINMENT,
Free admission, Sidney 
Elnmonlary School Auditorium 
Evening o( singing, music and 
rocllnllons. Hear lhoni (or tho first 
timo by tho author, Autograph 
Coplos • Rhymes of TImo, "Tho 
Vnllov of Division"; "Family 
Dit/e"; "Dying on wheels", by 
John D. Tisdalle, Jim and Zola 
Bruce, singing nnd playing nnd 
Wm, Voy, guitarist. Juno 14, 8:00 
p.m. 24-1
FOUND, YOUNG ORANGE TOM
CAT With white bit) and front paws, 




UP TO $350.00, 2 BDRM. homo 
needed liy small, responsible 
family by July ist, 479 7080. 24 1
BED-SITTING ROOM, private 
bath, (or roni, Deep Cove aroa, 
I Cooking (acllltlos nvallablo. 656- 
4uV/, I' * '
EXCELLENT BED
CHESTERFIELD $90,00; Leonard 
30 In, olociric range $30,00, 9103 
East r.nnnich Rond, 656 3632, 24 1
ELECTRIC ADDING MACHINE
used very brielly. New condition, 
656 424), 24-1
Sidney nnd North Saanich garden 
club, regular moolino, Juno 16, 
O;00 p.m. SI, Andrew's Hall, 
Fourth SI, Speaker, Mrs, Dorolhy 
1 Hanson will speak on Rock Gar­
dens nnd Alpine plants. Com- 
pollllon, nrrnnoomenls ol Rosea or 
I one ‘ipocimen rose.
ELECTRIC RANOETTE. As now. 
$50,00, Phone 656-5720, 24-1
bingo k of p hall B p.m, 
every Thursday, Everybody 
welcome. hh
SIDNEY- BOOK EXCHANOE. 
2439 Beacon Avo., Sidney, D.C.4l-tf
GENTLEMAN DESIRES ONE 
HOUR FRENCH conversation 
lesson per week, this aroa, 652- 
1765, . 24 1
(’l•(MUtol•s 1111(1 Olliers 
having claims against the 
estate of F.Mll.Y JEAN 
JOHN, ileccascil, late of 
the 'rown of Sidney, U.C 
are hereby required to send 
full particulars of such 
claims to the undersigned 
Exeeutor, ll.U. 
Saanichton, II.C., on oi 
before the l Uh day of July 
197.'i, lifter wlileh date the 
assets of the said estate 
will he dlstrihuted, having 
















































Canada's (Irst, and Ihe only 
complololy Canadian courso o( 
(ored anywhoro, l.lcnnsod under 
Iho Trade Schools Licensing Act, 
R.S.A. 1970, c,366. For purticuiar 
1)1 the next courso write: linx 687, 
Lacombo, Alberta or Phono 782 
6715 21-'
LIHGAL
-- -TENDERS WILL BE AC- 
CEPTF.D up lo midnight July 1, 
1975for Iho exterior painting o( our 
Lady ol Ihe Assumpllon Cluirch 
and Iho Roclory located at 7726 
West Saanich Road, Painting (o bo 
completed by Seplember isl. 1975. 
Tenders should bo submIHod In 
writing to W.A.B. Gabriel, 8579 





WINNER OI' STEREO SI 
MRS. L. LANG
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Commercial League 
Bowling Winners
The following trophies were 
awarded at the annual 
commercial bowling league 
banquet held at Sanscha Hall 
May 10. More than 300 bowlers 
and friends attended the 
gathering.
Mens High Average Jimmy Craig 
214; Bill McAuley 235; George 
Coldwell 236, he also had high 
triple 991 and high single 390; 
Geoft Worrek 242, he also had high 
triple 961 and high single 
385.Ladies high average Marge 
Lovejoy 196; Audrey Benn 202; 
Sandy Coldwell 194, She also had 
high triple 728; Shirley Cooper 207. 
Mens High triple Bob Munro 806; 
Ken Soles 799; Bill McAuley 925, 
Dave Parlby 890.
Ladies High triple Flo Pearson 796 
she also had high single 315; Bobby 
Neal 753; Agnes Coldwell 699 
Lynne Ebert 745;
Mens High Single Warren Lowey 
320; Ken Neal 310 Derek Rolph 344; 
Lyle Ebert 372;
Ladies High Single Lynne Calvert 
299; Dot Dunlop31S tie between 
Hope Funk 8. Darlene Knowles 333, 
Lil Blow 336.
Most Improved over all 
Mens Ken Thornton 23 points. 
Ladies Jeany Ball 75 points.
TEAM AWARDS 
Team with most points;
Royal Bank Barb Smith Betty 
Calvert, Alan Calvert Jim John­
stone Jimmy Craig.
Dinga-lings Roberta Morrow, Phil 
Morrow, Ken Neal, Bobby Neal, 
Anne Neal
Color your World George Coldwell, 
Agnes Coldwell, Bill McAuley, 
Bete Rolph, Derek Rolph 
Varga's Cabinet's Denis Varga 
Jan Varga, Bob Skinner, Geoff 
Worrek, Ron Cooper
TEAM HIGH TRIPLE 
Royal Bank Barb Smith, Betty 
Calvert, Alan Calvert, Jim 
Johnstone, Jimmy Craig 3372.
The What Nets Ester Shackelly 
Stella Underwood, Rachel 
Williams, Peter Jones, Lis Lisa 
Underwood. 3504 also team high 
single 1303
Color your World George Coldwell, 
Agnes, Coldwell, Bette Rolph, 
Derek Rolphg, Bill McAuley, 3412 
also high single 1266.
Varga's Cabinets Denis Varga Jan 
Varga, Bob Skinner, Geoff 
Worrek, Ron Cooper, 3495also high 
single 1253 Team high single 
Mary's Coffee Bat Dune Gurton, 
Linda Peake, Don Peake,. Susy 
Scott, Darlene Lock. 1250.
Cranks Bill McAuley, Gwen 
Adamason, Elsie McAuiey, Sam 
Vallis, Audrey Benn 1252.
Control Tower Wayne Sankey, 
Mike O'Sullivan, Lila Smith, Carl 
Smith, Dave Lawes 1261.
U.N. 5 Ted Clarke Jenny Ball, 
U.N. 5 Ted Clarke Jenny Ball, 
Sandy Leonard, Frank Spear, Ken 
Soles 1240 Sec. A champs 
Mary's Coffee Bat Dune Gurton, 
Linda Peake, Don Peake Susy 
Scott, Darlene Locke 
Nothing Yet John Sampson, Shawn 
Elworthy, Mike Pelkey, Ken 
Williams, Joe Underwood.
Colour your world George Cold-
well, Agnes Coldwell, Derek Rolph 
Bette Rolph, Bill McAuley.
Bank of Montreal Pix Starck, 
Rosemary Burton, Maurice 
Burton, Ken Davidson, Rene 
Patenaude. Sec. B. Champs 
Muck-a-bouts Bob Munro, Herman 
Underwood Marilyn Winchester. 
Norm Underwood John Un­
derwood.
The What Nots Ester Shackelly, 
Stella Underwood, Rachel 
Williams, Peter Jones, Lisa Un­
derwood
The Flusters Bill Gabrial, Vera 
Gabrial, Don Stockall Mary 
Stockall, Lil Chambers 
Sidney Movers Gary Gunter, 
Bonnie Gunter, Tom Seville, 
Armand Lerowx, Steve Zajanski 
Sec A Runners Up 
Hit-and-miss Skip Sansbury, 
Sharon Sansbury, Ken Thornton, 
Karen Thornton, Pat Underwood. 
Cranks Bill McAuley, Gwen 
Adamson, Elsie McAuley, Audrey 
Benn, Sam Vallis.
Barry Bennets Service Rob 
Scantlebury, Mike Salkus, Sandy 
Coldwell, Donna Bath, Rob 
Coldwell,
Sidney Freight Phil McNonnett, 
Ray Laroux Lyle, Ebert Dolly 
Maunder, Lynne Ebert.
Sec. B Runners up 
Ding-a-lings Hugh Loney, Warren ' 
Loney Ida Elliott Helen Lench, 
Merve Hughes
Square '2' Bill Cole, Mary 
Loveless, Bess Russell, Ken Soles, 
Bob Dunlop
Tinsmiths Roger Schiller, 
Florence Stillwek, Jean Storey- 
cooper, Dioane Doney, Tom 
Rancier,
Ganderlions Ray Bowcott, Lil 
Blow, Les Blow, Myrna Palmer, 
Shirley Cooper
Mr. Don Smith presented the Bank 
of Montreal cup to Colour your 
world. George Coldwell, Agnes 
Coldwell Derek Rolph, Bette 
Rolph, Bill McAuley. Mr. John 
Inniss presented the Air Canada 
trophy to Much-a-bouts Bob 
Munro, Herman Underwood, 
Marilyn Winchester, Norm Un­
derwood, John Underwood.
Mr. Jim Wakefield presented the 
Jimmy Wakefield trophy to: 
George Coldwell High triple 991 
Flo Pearson High Triple 796.
The commercial Bowling League 
will start the 1975-76 season on 
Sept. 9th - Uth 1975.
SHOPWORK
DISPLAY
Projects made by Saanich 
peninsula school district shop 
students will be on display at 
Beacon Mall Thursday and 
Friday.
Industrial Education 
teachers and students will be 
on hand to answer questions 
about the displays from 10 
a.m. to 6 p.m. Thursday and 














FREE 2 for 1 
PASSES
FOR
SIDNEY NIGHT AT WESTERN SPEEDWAY 
ALSO




Lots Of Father’s Day 
Gift Ideas
WHITES TELEVISION
YOUR COMPLETE HOME 
ENTERTAINMENT CENTRE.







DISTRICT OF NORTH SAANICH
Annual road oiling as a dust palliative will 
commence approximately Kith June and be 
completed by 2.'>th June. Roads' will be 
signed giving notice of fresh oil. To prevent 






$600 a month to
$60,000
a year opportunity
NO FRANCHISE, NO GIMMICKS, 
ABSOLUTELY FANTASTIC!
In Canada 1 per cent of families have them now. 80 per 
cent are predicted will have them in five years. 
Requirements: Demonstrator you can afford. If you 
qualify, expenses paid to Vancouver, Including ac­
commodations for training.
Start at a right time— ISiOW
For information,
mail coupon below to 102 - 
1687 West Broadway, Vancouver, B.C. V6J 1X2.
Clip and mail below coupon today.
J Free Information Dept. J
! NAME.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  J
B ADDRESS.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  i
B B
CITY.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . I
5 PHONE.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5
B n isi iBi OB cEi osa bd keb bs osa esa an os ibs na m b
We can make ^
your Tuesday & Thursday 
by treating you to our
Alaska King 
Crab Legs & 
Steak Special
7.50only
Served in the comfort 




lA/e can make 
your day. ..
^arkjliin
123 GORGP. ROAD BA.ST ON HIGHWAY lA
Contractors Excavating Upholsteiy Miscellaneous
lULl, nUAIN BODFINCl



















Ropnlra ■ Any r,l/o bnni oncl 









H, Goll Couriio coii'iirutllon 











'or any job. also all phases 
of conerete finishing. 
Free Fstiinates
656-5306
Plumbing & Heating Miscellaneous
STHK.\KI,ESS CLEANKHS |
































Snecializing in Hot Water 
Heating
10410 ALL BAY RD. SIDNEY 
Phone 656-1.580
COM-PAK Cabinets
Specializing in new 
cabinets and also refacing 
of existing cabinets at 
substantial savings. I’hone 







Robert W. Roper, D.C. 






P.O. Box 96, Saanichton 
652-5561
OPTOMETRIC j R. & P Janitor
ASSOCIATES Service
CLOSED Floor Care - Windows -
MONDAY Carpet Shampoo
Medical Arts Complete Service for








New Homes & Cabinets Custom build 
Ilemodeling - Additions and Repairs, 
Reasonable rates-Frcc estimates
PHONE 656-4915
PATRICK CUTTS LTD. 
BUILDERS & DESIGNERS 
Commercial & Residential 
Construction. Renovations 













Roofing — Repairs — 
Eavestroughs. Qualified 












@ BACK HOE 
WORK
® CAT WORK 
® TRUCKING
“no job to large 
or too small”




Marine radio, radar, auto 
pilots.
Industrial process control; 
chemical, pneumatic, elec­
tronic




Men’s - Ladies Childrens 
Alterations Repairs 
Drapes






















All Rcpair.s-Any size Boat and 









By Appointment Only 














































Hntoviite-- Level— CiiKivate 





Industrial - Rosidontlal 
Commercial Wiring 
Polos and Line Work
QUALITY WORKSMANSHIP 











STEP TO W Y
BETTER HEALTH
Mni. Dorothy Brooks




























Conservalnric's id /.iii'ieh 
and Vienna




M. & B. MASONRY
Itriek nnd Block
(1.5(I-.5(I9I ;iH8-(il2H
A.S.A. BUILDERS LTD. 
General Contracting
l''or the l•enlns^lla, Phone 
KUHTS'l'HICKEB 






lochnicinn with .'i.'i yninii 






Best (Riality Meat 
and Groceries
2:i;i5 Amity Dr.
Cor. Pa( Bay Ilwy.
I(l■.(lll a.m. (ill 7:011 p.m.
Closed Siindpys ki Mondays
Sidney Rotovating




Clean up - window denning 
carpel siinmpnoiiig ’ - 
Painting Lawn Service - 





Ouiillly Meni Cut, Wriipperi 
(or Homo Froorers











25 yuiiru experience 
Uosidontiiil -Commerelal 
Industrial 
Bewiiing Eleelrie Healing 
Uepairs
Appliance Conneedons 
"No loll (oosmall'' 
656-5601
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/
2334 BEACON AVE.
— — , SIDNEY, B.C. _
DON'T MISS SIDNEY NIGHT AT WESTERN SPEEDWAY ALL MALL MERCHANTS HAVE 2 FOR 1 TICKETS FREE FOR YOU
Best Wishes
DAD ON YOUR DAY JUNE 15
OPEN
8:30 ■ 7 MONDAY - 









^DE EAST AFTER DUSK SET
656-2233
BUYING OR SELLING CALL
TABAC SETS
AFTER SHAVE & COLOGNE 





SDM REG. 9.50SET INCLUDES
4 OZ. COLOGNE « QQ
ANTIQUE METAL CANDLE HOLDER
12 OZ.
MFR. SUGG. LIST 2.98 













AM-FM STI Changer, Stand, Recorder & Player.
Van Heusen Long Sleeve,
eymTC
'^11" ^ ^ Soft Colors To Match Your Wardrobe. Size 15 - 17
Mens Leisure ^
SUITS ^
100% Polyester In Beige, Navy, Brown. Be Fashion Wise. Size 38-46 
Mens
HI IIP IFIINS Father’s Day Special
OL-Ui- 28-36 Reg. ^5”
Mens I
BLAZERS Polyester. Colors Wine Only, 40-46 Reg. *49” Now
Men’s Suede Casual . ^
CUniTQ Moccasin Vamp, 2 Eyelet Tie, ’





ON YOUR DAY 
JUNE 15
From







2339 BEACON AVE., 
SIDNEY
PHONE 656-3981
You Are Sure To 
Find Something 












PROFESSIONAL BAR TENDERS |'Tor Quality & Variety” 
EQUIPMENT INCLUDING SPEED 
SPOUTS & COCKTAIL MIXERS 








SALAD WITH CHOICE 
OF DRESSING




MKDITKiniANKAN CONSOl.F, IN DARKl 
OAK VENIFIl. LATTICED (iHH.I.ES, HEAVY 
1 ORNATE' HANnLI'’S, 8 TRACK lAPI;,. HSR f 
TURN TARLE, AM, PM RADIO, VERTICAL 
RECORD AND CARTRIDGE SIORAIiE.




IN THE BEACON PLAZA
1 IMPORTED GIFTS I WIGS / STYUNQ|
2335 BEACON 656-5712
TUESDAY TO SATURDAY 
8:30-5:30
Closed Sun. & Mon.
BEACON PLAZA 656-1443 12321 beacon bve. Sidney 656-4822
NI'AV STORE HOURS.
MON. —THURS, n:30 - 0:00 
FRI. lV SAT. Il::i0 - 10:00 
SUNDAY 11:30 - 0:00
THE LYNBROOK STEREO
APARTMENT SIZE CTINSOLE STEREO IN 
WALNUT I'lNISH. EIGHT TRACK TAPM, 
RECORD PLAYER v-t SQAQOO 
RADIO. REG. 100.00 NOW
20" COLOUR TV
70 PER CENT SOLID STATE WITH WOOD 
STAND, EXCELLENTGIET 
HEG. 530.0.5 $>10000 
SIM,.
$49901
THE LEWISTON COLOUR T.V.
COLONIAI, DESIGN IN AUTHI'.NTK’ LIGHT 
MAPLE VENEEU. CONCEALIOD ( ASTEIIS.
REG.« 5ygg95
THE BOULTON 26" COLOUR T.V.
meditehranean consoli-:.oak i'ini.siY
VENEER. 00 I’ER CIONT SOLID STATE,
ON CASTERS. REG. ''80.95
22" COLOUR T.V.
100 PER LENT SOLID S'lATE, PIAirECT' 






BEACON PLAZA MALL 656-2100
